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NEW MEXICO, .MONDAY EVENING, MAY 21, 1900.

A LITTLE BIT OF WASHINGTON

THE EXPECTED

BENEVOLENT

STORM SEEMS

MASONIC

FESTIVAL DAY

All

Connection With State
Convention

TO SNUB BY THE EMPEROR

Preparations Have Been General Stoessel and Admiral
a Most
Sumptuous Scale.

Made Upon

Washington, D. C. May 21. The
grand Masonic May Festival, which
has leen arranged for the purpose of
raising funds for the Masonic Temple
enterprise In this city, will open tonight with a big Masonic ball at Convention hall. The festival will last a
full week and there will be s.peeial
Ceatures for every day of the festival.
President Jtoosevelt, Vice President
Fairbanks, Speaker Cannon and many
ot her distinguished men have been invited to be guests of honor at the various entertainments, and it is confidently expected that every one of the
Invited guests will accept the Invitation.
The most extensive preparations for
the festival have been made and it la
expeced to be of unusual brilliancy.
The arrangements
for the opening
ball tonight will be similar to those
for the Inauguration ball. At the open
ing hour the ball committee will be
lined up in circular formation in the
center of the hall, with the orchestra
of forty pieces In the central portion.
The guests will enter the great au
ditorium from the south and pass by
the entire receiving line of committeemen and then proceed to the stage.
After the reception, the grand march
will follow, to be opened by the grand
master, W. A. Brown. The hall Is
handsomely decorated and everything
Is in readiness for the opening event
Tomorrow night will be given up to
vaudeville. On Wednesday night the
Shriners will be in control. The ladies
of the Eastern Star will have their
day on Thursday, and on Friday there
will be a grand promenade concert
The festival will close on Saturday
with a big athletic carnival.

Petersburg,

May

21.

The

the speech from the throne, has been
averted. The house this afternoon
adopted a resolution to proceed with
the regular order of business, and the
discussion of the Agrarian question
began.
Condemn Defeated Officer.
It is rumored that the military
court, which has been Investigating
the surrender of Port Arthur and the
battle of the Sea of Japan, has con
demned to death General Stoessel,
who commanded the Russian forces
at Port Arthur, and Rear Admiral
Nebogatoff, who commanded one of
Rojestvensky"8 squadrons, and who
surrendered during the naval battle
to the Japanese.
TERRORISTS KEEP UP
THEIR WORK OF DEATH
KaJi.s, Russian Poland, May 21.
Count Keller, colonel of dragoon3.
was sevrely wounded by the explosion
of a bomb which was thrown at that
officer wihlle he was returning from
a review today. His horse was killed
and his orderly injured. The; would-bassassin escaped. Count' Keller
had been prominent In suppressing
disturbances In this vicinity.

SENATOR

BURTON

OUTLOOK IS BRIGHT
SAYS COL. SELLERS
FOR THE BUILDING OF ELECTRIC
LINE SUBSIDY
BEING
FAST
PLEDGED WILL GO OUT GOLD

SAYS SUPREME COURT
Sixty Days Allowed to Prepare Rehearing
Petition Nine Months in Jail, $2,500
Fine With Disqualification For Office.

en- -

exclLlihed Col. D. K. D
AT ARMY SCHOOLS tnm.instteai:y
Washington, D. C, May 21 The suSellers, one of the promoters Interest
preme court of the United State toed In the proposed building of an elc
Washington, D. C, May 21. Some trie car line into the Highlands re day rendered a decision In the case
army officers are now questioning the sidential district, this morning, "for of United States Senator Ralph BurThe decision was
wisdom of allowing foreign service the building of. that car lone. Property ton, of Kansas. flJnrmlnir
the decision
representatives to attend the military owners in the Highlands are respond nealnKt Hurt on.State-circuit court for
service schools. Several representa ing in a gratifying manner to the of the United
eastern district of Missouri, "by!
tives from abroad and South America proposition laid before them, and are the
to nine
countries and Mexico are now of the pledging support of the enterprise which Burton was sentenced
months of imprisonment In the Jail of
classes In the post graduate courses with but very little persauasion.
to pay
at the service schools at Fort Leaven
"I don't think there will be the least Iron county, Missouri, required of
the'
worth and Fort Riley, Kan., but none bit of trouble In securing the neces- a fine of $2,500, and deprived
of them have been admitted to the ar sary $15,000 subsidy and we have al right to hereafter hold office under
tillery school at Fort Monroe. It is ready advanced to the point of where the government.
The opinion was by Justice Harlan.
thought that the advance of the for we intend to go before the city council
eign officers might lead to some nat at its next meeting and ask for the All th io!n!a mada In his Interest'
Burton was (proswere overruled.
urally obvious restrictions upon the necessary franchise."
charge
of violating the
on
the
ecuted
in
promoters
a
modify
gof
At
meetin
lecturers, who would have to
the
prohibits
senators and
which
Matute
their technical and tactical Illustra- terested in the building of the line representatives rrom receiving
cin- tions In deference to the presence of and who are financing
of the pensation
for services rendered berepresentatives of other governments, proposition, held late Saturday after
The reason for granting permission to noon, the proposition of diverting the fore any governmental department,
foreign officers to attend the Amerl line from East Railroad avenue at
can service schools was probably High street, onto Gold avenue and
prompted by commercial rather than continuing onto University Heights ou

j

one-ha- lf

In any matUr iu which trie government may tie interested.
He was wpeclucally- charged with
accepting $500 per month for five
months from the Rlalto Grain and Securities company, of St. Louis, for
services rendeYed tthat company In
its effort to prevent the issuance of
an order by the postoffice department
prohibiting the use of the United
States mails 'by that company.
Must Resign at Once,
Immediately after the promulgating
of Its decision in the Burton case, the
supreme court of the United States
todav granted a motion to give sixty
day to Seimtor Burton in which to
prepare a .nation for rehearing.
If
he .docs not resign from the senate.
as a prominent senator iputs It, a resolution will lie Introduced to declare
his seat vacant.

RATE BILL IS RETURNED TO

the avenue, was taken up, discussed
and finally decided upon as a good
move, and in the event that the road
is built, and at present all indications
point to the early building of the line,
it will run from the railroad tracks
east on Railroad avenue to Hill street
thence south to Gold avenue, thence
east to the University of New Mexico,
and University Heights.
Among the recent signers of the
contracts pledging a portion of the
$15,000 subsidy are the following:
William Hart, Mrs. A. F. Keith, J.
I.angila, Prof. C. E. Hodgin, D. W.
Crabtree, L. Botter, Andres Montoya,
W. V. Jasper, J. E. Tlngler, Mrs. Clara
GROCERS EMPLOY
Mrs. Susan Hyde, A. de
TRAFFIC EXPERT Tulio, J. K. Wilson, H. L. Lindemann.
In addition to the above about fifty
Without the faintest show of Interothers have already signed contracts,
or
MEXICO
NEW
JOBBERS TAKE a list of whom were published in pre- est on the part of either the house
PRECAUTION TO
SEE THAT vious Issues of The Evening Citizen. the galleries, the child of the house,
the railroad rate bill .came back to
THEY ARE NOT DISCRIMINATED
that body today from the senate,
AGAINST
PEOPLE TO REAP SUIT FILED AGAINST
somewhat disfigured but still recog-izablBENEFITS.
The bill went to the speaker's
WESTERN
UNION
table. The speaker will .during the
The New Mexico Orders' associaday, examine the amendments made
tion Is in session at the Alvarado today.
The meeting began this morn- RENT PHASE OF CITY BUILDING in the senate, and should they make it
ing with the transaction of routine
WAS ARGUED
SUIT
BEFORE necessary, the bill will be sent to the
committee.
business. The association reconvened
JUDGE
ABBOTT
THIS AFTERat 2 o'cl ok and went into executive
NOON.
SENATE OFFERS SECOND
session. Those present were Harry
FORAKER AMENDMENT
W. Kelly, representing Gross, Kelly &
Delia J. Slsler vs. the Western
Washington, I). C, May 21. AnothCo., of I as Vegas; George Arnot. of
Gross, Kelly & Co., Albuquerque; C. Union Telegraph company Is the title er meeting of the statehood conferees
was held today without result, so far
N. Cotton, Gallup: F. P. Jones,
of of a suit tiled in the district court toby the law firm of Hickey & as reaching any conclusion is concernJones & Downs, Silver City; H. B. day
Cartrigtit. of Cartrigtit Bros., Santa Moore. The petition alleges that a ed. The senate conferees have
sent by President W. G.
as basis of compromise, what
Fe, anil C. F. Ramsburg, of the Rams-bur- telegram
of the university, offering the is generally known as lb" Koraker
Mercantile company, ft Raton Tight
plaintiff a position as librarian and amendment, namely to allow the peoPresident Kelly is accompanied by teacher
at the university at a salary ple of New .Mexico and Arizona to
Mrs. Kelly, and Mr. Jones is accom- of
$soo a year was erroneously transexpress themselves on the statehood
panied by his little daughter.
by the defendant company so question at a special election for that
"The meeting Is one for regular mitted
it read when received by Miss purpose.
business of the association," said Mr. that
' We are supjiosrd
to meet Sisler. like an offer of $l,2ou per year.
Kelly.
The plaintiff did not discover the erWashington, 1). C, May 21. The suonce a moii'h. but on account of every- ror until after
bhe arrived in Albupreme court of the United States tobody having been very busy, this is querque
to take up her duties in said day de bled the case of the Santa Fa
the first one we have held In about position. The
I,.
vs.
amount sued for is the Pacific Railr ad company
feel
we
are
that
We
months.
three
$ym and $l,2oo.
Holmes, atains-- the company. This
accomplishing a great deal f good, difference between
was a la in for damages sustained
not only to ourselves, but to the terThe difference In the price of rent by Holmes, who was an engineer on
object
of
the
One
large.
ritory at
phase of the city building suit is be,
present meeting will lie tie employ- ing argued before Judge Abbott this the road, in a collision near
in l'.Wl.
Ariz.,
court
lower
The
it
duty
whose
man.
a
o.'
traffic
ment
afternoon. The city proposes to pay
will be to, study and Investigate traf- but $43 per month rent for the city awarded the unusual sum of JH.'iimi,
and Hie railroa-- appeal d.
fic condition!) to se that the jobbers building, while the owners of the propare not discriminated against
erty are endeav oring to collect $7r per
Revenue Cutter Bill Passed.
movement mouth.
railroads. This will be
i. ('.,
May 21. This
that,
on M.e part
association
f the
t he
day."
being "Kuspciir-ioiit Is Itelieved. will be of great Unetit DANGER FROM FOREST
liou.--e
k up consideration
of the
FIRES HAS PASSED AWAY. senate tibill to renulale
to net only the jobbers, but 'tl.e cont n'.is meiil s iu
sumers as well."
.Marinette, Wis., May 21. All dan- the I'nlted' Sin'.-revenue cutter
ger from forest fires has passed. It service. It was
it raining this morning ami the wind
Le?d and Copper.
has di- d out. The loss everywhere SMOOT CASE GOES
New York, May '21.' cad.
is believed to have been greatly
at $5 90fj$tl; copper, tini, at JlS'j
OVER ONCE AGAIN.
$19.oo.
Washington, 1'. C, May 21. Conmilitary considerations. Officers naturally hesitate to express themselves
officially against the admission of foreign officers to the American service
schools, lest they appear discourteous
to foreign army associates, and
the representatives who have
appeared are men of attractive personality, to whom has been shown
every consideration. The question is
a delicate one, but it remains of some
doubt whether the best facilities in
the post graduate course are appreciated In a perfectly unhampered way
by the existing conditions.

GUILTY

e

"Prospects grow brighter dally,"

THE LOWER HOUSE

Doubtful If It Will Be Accepted By That
Body Senate Statehood Conferees Offer
Foraker Second Amendment.
of the Smoot case wa
otponed today by the commltteeon
privileges and elections, on account
of the absence of Chairman Burrows,
who 13 slightly indisp ved.
sideration

e.

BILL RETURNS TO
HOUSE WITHOUT INTEREST.
Washington, I). C. May 21. Chairman Hepburn, of the house committee on interstate and foreign commerce, has called an informal meeting
of the committee for tonight to consider the railway rate bill. Tills is
in accordance
with the plan announced Saturday, v:.a when the bill
reaches the house it will lie on the
program
shaker's desk unti!i
can be outlined for s consideration.
As the measure was r ported by the
Hepburn comunainious vote of
regardless of
mittee, these meiiiie.
party alignment, w:.i be called into
t
y
A
the conference.
there Is no
indication that the incisure will lie
accepted as the s( na.e passed It.
RATE

suli-mitt-

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington. 1). ('.. May 21. The
democrat members of the house are
still filibustering on ail bills as they
come up.
The Andrews' bin for leasing New
Mexico lands, given by the government, in tracts of more than one
was called up, and met with not a
single objection. Speaker Cannon announced It passed by unanimous consent. It has gone to 'lie senate and
o
will pass there
The Andrews bill
for giving the city if Aimquerque a
section of land fur mt'k purposes,
passed In the siiti.e
.''. The two
bills did not occupy ti : minutes.
lit to the senThe president o.!:i
i
ate the nomination
Mood to
t
as Vegas, late
be postmaster ut Ka
I. as
egas.

t

sec-jtlo-

Fran-conia-

-

s

-

n,

a!--

by-th-
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ANTLERED

As Ever

the Occasion

Celebrated Today.

ORDER FIRST

MADE

IN

AMERICA

'

i

Will

Nashville, Tenn., May 21. The big
spring festival in connection with the
State Convention of the Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks, of this
state, which will be in session this
week, opened here today. Thousands
of visitors from all parts are already
here and more are coming In on every
train. The official opening of the festival will be this evening, when a
band concert, assisted by famous soloists, will be given. Tommorrow night
will be Military Night, with Confederate Veterans and other military organizations participating.
Wednesday night will bo Vanderbilt Night,
with a concert by the Vanderbilt Glee
Citib as the special feature. Thursday
night will be School Children's Night.
There will be a choral concert, In
which fifty children from each school
will make up the chorus, which will
sing a number of choral numbers.
Friday night will be Sewanee Night,
with a Greek comedy by students of
Sewanee college. Saturday night the
united singers of Nashville willl give
a grand choral concert, assisted by a
number of prominent soloists.
The
program for the week will also Include a big parade of the Elks and
other features, which will add to make
the week one long to be remembered.
The local Elks have made extraordinary preparations for the reception
and entertainment of the delegates to
the convention, which will be In session during the first three days of the
week. Between 2,000 and 3,000 Elks
are here to attend the convention and
to participate In the festival.

threatened storm over the emperor's
refusal to receive the delegation from
the lower house of parliament, ap
pointed to present to him Its reply to

AVENUE.

FOREIGN ATTACHES

OF THIS

of Independence Was

be Grandly Observed in CharMemorable in History
lotte, North Carolina, With
of Nashville.
Appropriate Ceremonies.

Nebogatoff Condemned to
Death, Says Rumor.
St.

INDEPENDENCE

Big Spring Occasion in Mecklenburg Declaration

Without Regard

PARTICIPATES

OF AMERICAN

HOLD FESTIVAL

For Purpose of Raising Russian Parliament Got
Down to Business
Funds for a Masonic

PRESIDENT

FIRST DRAFT

ORDER OF ELKS

AVERTED NOW

Temple There.

NUMBER 125

American Vice Consul Killed,
Batoum. Prussia, May 21. W. H.

Charlotte, N. C, May 21. The
In celebration of the anniversary of the Mecklenburg Dcclaratloa
of Independence began here today and
will last three days. The city Is filled
w,lth visitors from all parts of tha
state and presents a festive appearance. Today, being the opening day,
of the celebration,
is known as
Woman's Day. This morning there
was an Informal meeting In charge of
Mrs. A. I Smith, and a number of
assistants. The program included several addresses and musical selections.
In the afternoon a Mothers' Congress,
under the supervision of Mrs. E. D.
Latta, will be the special feature. This
evening a reception In the city hall
will be tendered
the out of tows
guesta, and Mrs. Stonewall Jackson
will receive. She will be assisted by
a number of prominent women. The
program will Include several addresses. At the same time a special
musical program will be rendered "la
the Academy of Music, which will be
followed by a carnival of lights, an
electrical display in the business section of the city, and other features.
' Tomorrow
will be Soldiers' Day. In
the evening there will be a parade. In
which veterans of the Civil War, the
Spanish-America- n
War, the local militia and other military organizations,
will take part. A drill contest for a
number of handsome prizes will be
the feature of the afternoon. There-wil- l
also be athletic games at the fair
grounds, which will be followed by a
band concert, Are works and other
features,
Wednesday will be the last day of
the celebration.
In the morning sv
flower parade will be given, In which
a large number of decorated automobiles and other vehicles will take part.
An industrial parade with many floats
will follow, In the evening there wiir
be a general celebration and the local
fire department wil give an exhibition
dril. President Roosevelt has recognized the celebration officially, by ordering Troop H of the Thirteenth
Cavalry, a company of marines and
the Marine Band from Washington to
come to Charlotte to take part in the
celebration.

Stuart, American vice consul, was shot
and killed at his country place last
nightM The assassin escaped. Stuart
was a uritisn subject ana one oi me
largest ship brokers and exporters of
During the revolutionary
Batoum.
troubles of last fall, his life was many
times threatened by longshoremen.
and at Christmas a depution visited
Stuarts office and practically com
pelled him to give them $1,000 under
guise of holiday gratuity for dock laborers. Vice Consul Stuart was 49
years old and had filled the position
about two years. At the time of his
death he was acting consul.
OLDEST. WOMAN IN EUROPE
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY.
Lisbon, May 21. Maria Candida
AN ASSAULT WITH A Magelhaes,
the oldest woman In
Europe, celebrated her 116th birthday
yesterday. She is remarkably strong
for her age and feels confident that
she will live at least ten years more.
She often speaks of the Battle of
Trafalgar, which she remembers as If
Special to The Evening Citizen.
it had just happened. She has spent
Gallup, N. M., May 21. Thoa.
moBt of her life as a domestic and
N. Hlnch was arrested for an as- has always been a moderate drinker
sault on Ralph Wyatt, with a
of wine.
butcher knife.

BUTCHER KNIFE

FORDS IMPASSABLE
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR CONCLAVE
Pittsburg, Pa., May 21. The dele
gates to the fifty-thir- d
annual con
Commandery,
clave of the Grand
Knights Templar, of Pennsylvania,
which will open here tomorrow, are
beginning to arrive here In large num
bers. The local members of the or
der and the various committees of
the citizens are busy receiving the
delegates upon their arrival. All day
delegates arrived at headquarters of
the conclave to register and receive
thplr badges, after having 'delivered
their credential. About ten thous
and Knights Templar and at least
twenty-fiv- e
thousand other visitors
are expected taf arrive here today and
tomorrow, and the hotels and restaur
ants are kept bnsy. The officers of
the Grand Commandery have their
headquarters at the Annex Hotel. This
afternoon an executive session of the
grand officers will be held to arrange
for the last preliminaries of the con
clave. The local commanderles will
hold open house during the entire
conclave.
PENNSYLVANIA

BOARD OF PHARMACY

BUT NO DANGER

TO MEET IN ROSWELL
OF A 8PRING FLOOD IS ANTICIPATED AS YET THE BARELAS MAY 25, IN SHORT SESSION SEVBRIDGE
PRONOUNCED
SAFE
ERAL CANDIDATES
TO BE EXFOR TRAVEL.
AMINED AS TO ELIGIBILITY
The Itio Grande is so swollen flint CERTIFICATES AS PHARMACthe usual fording places along the ISTS.
river are entirely Impassable, and aa
a result, any one winhing to cross the
Captain B. Ruppe, president of the
river at Bernalillo, are any of the territorial board of pharmacy, left this
fording places along the stream, are morning for Santa Fe where he will
unable to do so, and have to go to Join Secretary Fischer of the board of
the Barelas bridge to get across.
pharmacy, and proceed to
Although lie water rushes along! where a meeting dt the board Roswell.
Is called
under the bridge at a lively rate, for the 25th of this month, for the
there Is no immediate danger of the purpose of examining candidates who
water reaching the dykes, and it be-- ; are anxious to become
gins to look as though the usual druggists.
spring flood would not vldt this die-- ,
En route to Roswell several places
trlct this year. The bridge at Barelas where reports of
of the
haa been materially strengthened, and pharmacy law have been reported will
Is thought to 1k entirely safe, al- - be visited with a view to remedying
though there still remains several re-- ' the evil should any be found to exist.
pairs to be made, lack of material at Mr. Ruppe Is expected back about the
present dtterrlng the work.
first of the month.
full-fledg-

NOTED PUBLISHER AT

POINT OF DEATH
Petroit, May 21. It was announced
today that James E. Scrlpps, founder
and publisher for many years of the
Detroit N'ews, who has been 111 for a
number of years, cannot survive more
than a four days.

TREATY

WITH

MEXICO

IS

SIGNED SUBJECT TO

IN BROOKLYN

WINNER

HANDICAP TODAY
New York, May 21. In (he Brooklyn handicap, Tokalon won; Dandelion
second: The Picket third.

ELECTION SUIT CASE
IS

POSTPONED

Senate Agreement, Over Diversion of Waters
of Rio Grande by Elephant Butte Reservoir Dam Teller Opposes Treaty.

'lie absence of essential
I). C, May 21
Secre- tion is the recognition of the common
, the city building ejection taryWashington,
Root, for the I'nlted Slates, and law right of the Mexicans to the use
which was set to come tip Amliasxador Casasus, for the Mexican of a fair share of the waters of that
suit
before Judge Crawford this morning, govcrniix nt, today signed a treaty river; but as the United States govwas inisti.ned until Wednesday. This regulating the uie of Ihe waters of
is put to the entire expense
is a case where Judge Crawford will the Rio Grande which, If approved by ernment
of building the great dam and ita
be called to pass upon whether or the senate, will remove wha.t lias been canals, the Mexican fehare la only a
.
himself, as well
to
Owing

t

witnesse--

cat-e- ,

throw
not he
for twenty years a source of friction
as the remainder of the city regime, In the relations ft Ihe two eountries.
out f bouse and home.
For almost a century, Mexicans living along the lower part of the river
CLERKS' ASSOCIATION
made largo use of Its waters for Irrigation purposes. Hut in recent
TALKED BASE BALL years private companies on the upper
water In the I'nlted States have, by
construction of wings and darns, diAs yet the Retail Clerks' associaverted a large part of the wa'er to
tion, which was permanently organized at a meeting held last Tuesday the American side of the liver. The
niglit, lias done nothing In the matter Mexicans preferred claims IVr dani-agsustained, bill to far without sucof securing agreements from the Sancess.
ta Ke railroad company and the Am.V'
lans of the r. !! mat inn st rv-i- (
erican Lumber company to have their
e have made it certain that prac-i- .
pay days on the same day, thus doing
away vii!i one extra night's work each cully all the water will be retained
mi American soil unless some proper
month on the part of the clerks.
The Kvciiing Citizen was informed scheme of division can be arranged.
by a pioai nent merchant of this city The const ructlou of a $7 xi.iiik) dam
the Itio Grande at t'ngle, X.
that h'ops would be taken to bring across
M , brought
vet the Clerks' asso'be matter to a clinuix,
this about but
ciation has not taken up the matter. and led to negotiations between tbo
In
The on y meeting held so far by the two countries, which culminated
association wa.-- devoted to discussing the treaty signed today.
The underlying principle of conven
base ball an t n't'T manly sports.
e

a-

'

fractional
proportion of the whole
flow. It Is estimated that the im- -:
pounded waters will suffice to Irrigate
about SUO.Ouo acres of otherwise arid
land, and It la stipulated that of ihia
total tto.oou acres-fee- t
of water, which
Is to make arable about 25.00U acres
of land, will be delivered on the Mexican side of the border each year.
For Its part, the Mexican government guarantees the United States government against any suit for liability
on account of claims of Individual
Mexicans, who have so far suffered
through the diversion of the water.
Opposition to the treaty is expected
on the part of some western senators
(notably Seuator Teller of Colorado)
who express the belief that the I'uitej
States is either entitled to all tho water without com pensation, iu view of
the constructing of irrigation dams
and canals, or that if Mexican right is
to l.e recogulzed
at all, its title
should 1m) purchased outright by a
cash payment.

ALBOQtTERQUK

fAGE Two

FOR THE TOILET

OIL PARASITE

War Between Telephone
Companies Does New
York City Good.
LIGHT

CHARGE

BY HUGHES

Mark Twain's Illness Makes
Great Mir in New
York

City.

Special Correspondence.
New York, May 19. James R. Day,
D. D., chancellor of the Syracuse University, occupied the apex of sensationalism last week, and there are
still rumblings that, like San Francisco's big earthquake,
start other
neighborhoods.
Mr. Day is quite a
sensational man, and there's no telling what a day will bring forth. In
taking hold of the Standard Oil question he Just naturally slopped over
la a mighty, torrential way. He called
the president of the United States an
anarchist, and later hinted that Impeachment proceedings would Just
About fill the bill, for assailing private rights and naming persons in his
message.
Mr. Day Is a great lover of Standard
Oil and its officials. He plainly states
that be will take all the "tainted
money" he can get. Mr. Archbold, of
the Standard Oil company, has the
Syracuse University under his wing,
being Its particular guardian, and
many are the little and big donations
that he has dropped into its treasury, and more, much more, Is expected. Mr. Day Just couldn't help
bursting out in the way he did, for
the president has hurt his friends. Dr.
Day was once pastor of Calvary Methodist Episcopal church, Harlem, and
lielieved in revivals. He increased the
membership of the church most remarkably, making it the strongest
Methodist church In the city.
Dr.
Day was a candidate for bishop, six
years ago, and stayed in the balloting three days, but the solid, sober
oenae of the Methodist church refrained from electing him. If it had
elevated him to the bishopric, and he
had belched out as. he has done. In
such an unseemly fashion, there would
have been a howl in the denomination
that might have almoBt split it In
twain. A great many Methodist divines smiled when they read his phil-lipi- c
against the president, and said,
"Oh, that's Just Day." But it is not
probable that any member of congress will take up the 'cudgels on
Day's idea, and start the ball rolling
for Roosevelt's impeachemnt. Meanwhile, however, matters go on apace.
"The Standard Oil company, unlike its
previous acts, has opened a publicity
department, and is answering all the
questions asked in the most liberal
manner possible. It proposes now to
argue with and convince the public.
Improved Telephone Service.
These are curious times.
Here's
the great New York Telephone company using pages of the newspapers
in reaching the public. It is trying to
convince the pul.lic and the business
men of New York City that it is better to have but one system of telephones in the great city. It argues
that the telephone business Is different from any other buslueiss, and that
the admission of the independent telephone would only confuse matters
and double the expense and annoyance
of the business, In that to reach
his customers every dealer would
have to be connected with that customer by the telephone that that customer uses. And under two telephone systems each Telephone list
would be defective, for neither would
have the names of all the persons
who use telephones, whereas the present list has. As it is now, there Ih
one book for all telephone users, and
the finding of one you seek, Is, if he
has a telephone at all, a very pimple
matter.
Comptroller Metz, who is
quite a lively chap, sides With the
New York Telephone company in this
contention, and a great many citizens
do the same. They fear that, with
two systems of telephones, they
would have to establish departments
for telephones in their establishments, and spend much time and suf
fer Borne loss and inconvenience in
finding out what line the man they
seek is on. So many favor the New
York Telephone company having a
monopoly on the
much as
they hate monopolies, one thins is
certain, and that is, no city has a
telephone system that is anywhere
as Rood and efficient as the New York
system, and the city,
therefore,
doesn't need any other system. The
independents can Justly claim that
they brought about the reduction of

Hughes' Reasonable Charge.
Thank the Lord, there has been
one big work for the public that has
had no suspicion of graft about it,
and that is the most remarkable investigation this city ever had, the
investigation of the insurance companies. This investigation took up a
great deal of time, the work upon it
was very strenuous, and there was
steady attention to every detail. Besides that there was displayed a large
measure of genius in the manner of
Investigating, that made every shot
tell. And yet the bill of Charles E.
Hughes, the legal examiner, was only
$15.1)00, a paltry sum compared with
the sums counsel received from the
company In its undisturbed days. If
he had put it at $100,000, there would
not have been a murmur, and It would
have been paid without hesitation, as
being a piece of work of exceptional
value. The whole expenses foot up
but a little over $100,000. Some of
the old timers would have spent a
half of whole million on the work, and
not have reached such conclusive results.
To Carry School Satchell.
The school authorities have been
greatly disturbed In regard to the
proper way for the children to carry
their school books to and from the
school houses. They" established a
rule that they should carry them first
on the right side, and then on the
left side, doing one on the even days,
and the other on the odd days. In
this way it was thought that their
weight would not tend to make the
children lop sided by tending to curve
the spines. Many educators, as well
as writers, who make a specialty of
school subjects, have proposed different ways to that ordered, but so far
Superintendent
Maxwell's
idea of
shifting the books alternatly from
side to side, prevails.
But what
seems to be a better plan is that of
the Prussian schools, where the children are fitted out with little knapsacks, which are filled with the books,
and strapped upon the shoulders of
the little ones, giving them a
look, and at the same time
tending to keep their shoulders erect,
and contribute to the expansion of
the chest. This plan certainly does
not tend to curve the spine, as one
side is not used any more than the
other. The subject Is certainly an
important one, more so than the casual thinker Is apt to consider. We
have plenty of crooks in this generation, and want no more to come up
to us from the rising generation.
semi-milita-

ry

Illness of Mark Twain.
Mark Twain's little illness awakened much attention and some little
anxiety, not so much from the character of the ailment, which was not
serious, as from the great interest the
public feels in the man. Mark Twain
occupies the position In the regard
of the general public that General
Grant used to do when his sickness
first became known. Nobody wanted
to talk of anyhing in those days until
they had heard how he had passed
the night, and wished that the morning report would show improvement
of some kind. So with Mark Twain.
He Is now the public's chief concern
so far as individual humanity govs.
And when it was announced that his
kindly old face was once more to be
seen on the streets taking his morning constitutional, delight spread In
all directions, and people shook their
hands and smiled as though a great
personal favor had been done them.
When he reaches Dublin, N. H., and
Inaugurates his program for the summer, he will begin upon what be rails
his last work, his autobiographical
It will have to be a
reminiscences.
bulky volume, if it merely narrates
the incidents that he has given the
public from time to time, while it
i.s to be supposed that he has held
something in reserve to crown the
work. As he takes only two hours a
day for this work, he must expect a
long life yet ahead, for It will take
many years at that rate.
Put Drunkard to Sleep.
wish more uower to
Prof. James 11. Hyslop's magnetic
eyes if he is capable of doing what
he told his clubmates he was abl. m
do. Hiding n the subway be saw a
uiuiiKen man aboard, and look
to
amusing himself with him. Concentrating his magnetic eyes upon the
inebriated man, he smiled upon the
fellow, and holding him with an earnest loojt of the eyes, exerted all bis
hypnotic power, and soon had him
under his influence entirely.
Many will
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Mrs. Site Martin, an old und highly
respced rosidnt of Palsonia, Miss.,
was tick with stomoi-trouble for
inore than six
Chamber-lamouths.
s st, mach
and Liver Tablets
cured lier. She
"I can now
cut anything I want and am the
proudest woman in the world to find
such a good medicine." For sale by
all druggist. Samples free.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
EA8T RAILROAD AVE.
Reynolds' New Bldg.

V Opposite

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

$6.00
$1.50 Up

Painless
ALL

....50c
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ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO

Hagan's
Magnolia
Balm
takes nway that tired look
from a lady's tice nftcr the house-woris done. Gives her complexion a refined
glow and velvety smoothness which defies detection. It is not a cosmetic, but
a delightfully cleansing and beautifying
liquid which works with Nature to put
a woman's face at its best.
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DAY

WILL BE HUMMER
GOOD PROGRAM
ASSURED, FOLLOWED BY 8ERVICES AT RUINS
OF
ANCIENT
MISSION
OF
CUARA.
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blaclcwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

Co.

.

Sulifcrlbe

the news.

for The Cttuen and get

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
OH. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to S
p. n

Officer
?CTATNOLD

i? W.

FLOTJRNOT

FRANK McKEE
H.

V.

?Ja;

,

........

and Director.

-

..

'

President
Tice President
Cashier

Aesiitant 'cashier

.......... ...Director
C.

.

DEPOSITORY.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

J
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..

Atjthorieed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

'
$S00,000M
$260,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company
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YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME

AT THE

iStSate

National
ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

BamR.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution
to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARRON.

WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
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"OLD RBLIABLE

ESTABLISHED 117$

L. B.

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

Is

believers in household hygiene.
A
bath room can be kept clean and
your
as
sweet
dining room. But all
good systems can le made bad by inferior workmanship. So to make assurance doubly sure, 'see to It that
your plumbing contracts are given to
the Standard Plumuing & Heating Co.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

ffut

VETERNINARIAN.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second street.
Pluones Auto., 311: Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquer-

AND MASSAGE.

Shampooing and faoial massage;
will give treatment at home or at office. Room 19, Elite hotel. Mrs. M.
F. Preen.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

couch
L NC8
U

Or. King's

a feature that Immediately recopen
modern sanitary
and its accessories to all

ommends

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building
NOTARY PUBLIC
Thos. K. D. Mddlson,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue.

ALBUQUESUX. N. X.
ABSOLUTE CLEANLINE88

H. VV. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
CIVIL ENGINEER.

WITH

....

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.

i KILLtme
jj and
CURE the

....

RATNOLD9

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,

que. N. M.
SHAMPOOING

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Auto phone, 671.

.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALD RIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most econ(Vniacl, full
measure

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ntvr papph
ni'ti
,

A1J 7iT
7,

iiue, ueiutin,

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

High-Frequen- cy

Practice

8ANTA FE

V

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

N. T. Armljo Bldg.
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surplus, $ioo,doo
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Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB REHapgoodt (loo.). Brain Broken CEIPTS,
as low as $10.00 and as high
017 Chemical Building, St. Louis
as $200.00. Loans are quickly raade
and strictly private.
Time:
One
WANTED.
to one year given. Goods reWANTED Two painters at once. Ap month
main In your possession. Our rates
ply to A. W. Hayuen, 412 West Cop- are
reasonable. Call and see us beper avenue.
fore borrowing.
WANTED Girl for general house
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
work, in email family. Apply 724 Steamship tickets to and from all
North Third Btreet.
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED Twenty-fivnun for Col- SIS West Railroad Ave.
orado. Abra'ham s Employment of
PRIVATE OFFICES.
fice,
West Silver n venue,
Onen Evenings.
W ANTED
A god white camp cook.
Abraham' Employment office, 120
GROCERY
West Silver avenue.
AND MEAT MARKET
WANTED Teams, "for iOKKins and
FOR SALE.
lumber Hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Den
nis Lumber Co., Hhoades, Ariz.
Building for sale or rent.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
A PAYING PROPOSITION.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Good men, any number
PORTERFiELD COMPANY.
for rock work; southern Arizona:
110 West Gold Avenue.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran
teed for three years. Inauire Abra
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
work and conveyancing;.
avenue, tinder Elite rooming house Notarial
MALE HELP WANTED.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
WANTED Branch manager;
$20
caeh, weekly. Live at home. ExLAWYERS.
perience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
ATTORN
Albuquerne
Minn.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
WANTED Good menl any number business pertaining to the profession
for rock work: southern Arizona.! Will practice in all courts of the terriwages, 30c an hour; work guaran tory and betote the United State
teed tor tnree years. Inquire Abra- land office.
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Ira M. Bona.
avenue, under Elite rooming house
ATTORN E
W. 82 P street
N. W. Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOrt RENT.
FOR RENT One room for light lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave. letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
FOR RENT Furnisued
room for
ATTORNE
W.
Albtiquer
light housekeeping.
413
South que,
N. M. Orflce, First National
Third street.
Bank building.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
E. W. Dobaon.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crem
Wiest Railroad avenue.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR " RENT First-clas- i
board and
room, 'by day, week or month. The
DENTISTS.
Greene hotel, 523 South First street.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
Dental Surgeon.
four roo.ni8, nicely furnished for
15 and 16, Grant block, over
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very tneRooms
Rule Dry Goods company.
cheap for the summer, or will board Bothuoiden
'phones. Appointments made by
by the week or month very reason- mall.
able. Mrs. E. K. Norris, 624 John
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
street, east end of viaduc.
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
Office
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
cot- hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
tage of three rooms, with piano and p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also, polntments made by mall.
three room flat, with piano, ready
PHYSICIANS.
for housekeeping; cheap for summer. 524 Jiclhn street, east end of
DR. R. L. HUST,
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norris.

Arrangements for the Manzano day
picnic are progressing nicely. The
committee expects to have the program ready for publication next week,
FOR 8ALE.
says the Estancia News. A good prorefrigergram is assured, and It Is expected FOR SALE A""" large-sizeator, cheap. Call at 411 South
that the attendance will be considerAmo street.
ably more than that of last year. J. L.
Donahue, president of the Campbell FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cowa, at
Kelly's, five and one-hal- f
System Farming association, has acmiles
south of city.
cepted an Invitation to be present, and
this will add greatly to the interest FO"R SALE Restaurant and furnl t u re
of the occasion. A competent interof lodging house; good location. Ap
preter has been secured, so that all
ply at I he Citizen office.
the proceedings can be understood FOR SALE Household goods of a
by all present, no matter what lanthree-roohouse, or any
guage is used. A pretty souvenir is jU 119 North Sixth street.part. Call
being prepared for the occasion, a
copy of which will be given to each FOR SALE Two sets ol sneiving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
one present.
Several parties from
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
distant parts have signified their in- V Call
at F. F. Trotter's.
tention of coming, and the day will be
one long to remembered. On Sunday FUR SALE A hauasome Hard ma
piano, In fine condition and almost
following the celebration at Manzano
tiew, at a bargain.
For particuUnio services will be held at Puta de
lars, call at this office.
Agua, near the ruins of the ancient
douule-ba- r
mission of Cuara. Several ministers tUH ALK A
reled,
stotgun; bran new
have agreed to assist in these services
never has been used: one of th
where ages ago the Franciscan fathers
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
taught the first lessons of Christianity
flee for particulars.
to the native people in a wild country.
FOR SALE Oldest and best candy
kitchen and ice cream parlor in AlPROTECT BIRDS AND FISH
buquerque; a bargain, if taken at
on-e- .
Call at 211 South Second
MOVEMENT
TOWARD
THE ORstreet and investigate.
GANIZATION
OF SOCIETIES TO
General merchandise
SALE
PRESERVE GAME ANIMALS IN FOR
store with ealovm In connection.
THE TERRITORY.
Good paying business, established
sixteen years. - Store, 25x50 feet,
A movement is on foot by Game and
and warehouse 15x60 feet. This
Fish Warden W. E. Griffin, assisted
stock Is all new and clean. Reaby former
warden Page B. Otero,
son for selling, going out of busilooking toward the organization in
ness. Address, J. W.. The Citizen.
the different large towns of the territory of branches of'the Audobon so- FOR SALE My general merchandise
,
ciety, or Uague of American
business located four miles from
with a view of studying game
Helen. A rare chance for some one
and fish conditions in their immedla-a;- e
to step into a nice money-makin- g
tovlclnitUs, and
business. Will bear full investigaward securing 'helpful legislation.
nn
tion. Good reason for sellingt-Cal- l
"Branches of these organizations
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N.
would tend to have a helpful effect on
Mex.
the conditions in the territory, wliile FOR SAl.IvA-larg- e
mercantile busithe expense attached to them would
ness, enjoying a most excellent
le but nominal," said Mr. Otero totrade, and controlling business for
day, "or If such an organization was
a larpe scope of country; or will
not desirable, a state league, with
sell half, can engaa in the sheep
bram-heIn tho different parts of the
and cattle business; also gristmill.
territory, by its organization
and
Good iiargaln for some energetic
numbers, could induce legislation that
man with from $.000 to $8,000 to
would bt- uniform with the neighborinvest. Call at The Citizen office
ing states and territories."
f r particulars
FOR SALE Stoek uud timber ranch;
LOOKING UP AND
about 7iKt acres fenced; 30 head of
LOCATING GYPSUM BEDS
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tooU and
C. N. Cotton and Gus Mulholland of
fanning Implements.
Two
(iallup were at Winslow a few days
houses, barn, and largo corral. Only
last. week looking over the country
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
near there for the purpose of location
Plenty of
government reservation.
gypsum beds, and also looking for a
water,
price. $4,500. Kisy terms.
site for drilling an artesian well. Mr.
N Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
Cotton is an Indian trader and Mr.
"12 Won Gold avenue.
Mulholland is a well driller, he having
put down llie artesian well at Gillup.
Pot- ,i painful burn there Is noth-iThe Santa Fe surveyors at Winslow
lie Witt's Wi'ch Hazel Salve.
were out with the above mentioned Tl'i-iar.. a 'host of imitations it De
geutemaii on their tri'is.
Witt's Witch Hazel Salvo on the
,),at you get the g nuine.
Good,
.; Ik Witt's.
for
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Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Union or Postal

Western

NEW MEXICO

phone dlMct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

hii

Remember, we give the utmost care to our prescription
department, and have the confidence of all the physicians.

X

hoy,

every position yon
where lorated. Our
are
bookleta tell how wa can brina; your abuity to tha
attention of hundreds of employer who need
rrada men for hxecuttve, Clerical, Technlcnt and
bale man pooltions pyln from $ifiVt to 6S,0ul)
year. Oflicea la 13 citiea.

to You.

....

ALBUQUERQUE

gra.pn omces ror an A. D. T. tnessenser
casJi to The Cltlxen office, or tele- -

you of consideration for
tsura
competent to nil no matter

Let Us Show Them

tn

STANDARD

yeu can rely upon It, a we heve not failed before, that your
money l not thrown wy. We neve also rented hundrede of houses
by our went d, es well i sold nearly everything we have advertised throng" them.

the
TELEPHONE
and tend your ad with tha
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

wnd

Of the choicest

Perfumes Imported and domestic. Some are
quite high priced, while other
cost to little any one can afford to have them. We have
alio an exceptionally complete
assortment of Toilet Goods.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO I

Varied Line

ar far M

CONTEMPTIBLE

MONDAY, MAY 21, 1906.

WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
so, we can secure ft for yog by a tmall
want ad. in Tha Evening Citizen. It only costs

We Carry a Large and

rr

Discoverer of the Hudson.
It Is at last authoritatively settled
Mwrtltlni titm Midt laowa ii Application
what was the name of the great navifciaaiW ia arlll aanfar a farac kr notlfrtn u gator who first sailed up tho noble
VaH4Hita4y M r
arf tha papar.
Hudson river, and after whom it was
A Wtfr. aji tamlttawfaa ahould W addiaaaaa1 to named, the name chosen for the river
Crrai PvauaHmo Cnnrurr. Drmfu.
fcaaaa, aaatoMaa and axpraaa ananas' orl.ra happily having no obscurity about it.
pavabw to MV ardar ac th
For centuries the navigator has been
called Hendrick, and yet that wasn't
his name, it being simply Henry, Just
AvjtnmftHe IAS
Colorado in like a plain, every day American, of
modern times. This matter is settled
by Hugh Hastings, historian of the
state of New York, who quotes from
the original contract between the directors of the East India company
and the Chamber of Amsterdam, made
IS A
on the 8th day of January, 1609, and
which bears the name in the Dutch
copy, both in the body of the document and the signature, "Henry Hudson."
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rates on the mere hint that they were
The indepednent
coming to town.
bombarding
companies have been
Weakly
by
m
MM4
telograms
Comptroller MoH with
how well
Tke Citizen PublUhlnj Company from distant cities In telling cities,
and
two systems work
those
altogether the question, as all thoso
presentations of arguments ate to
strengthen the two positions presented, brings much profit to the publishers of newspapers, as It presents
the best class of advertising, paying
the highest rates, and taking very
large quantities of space. The presOfTUUl Paper f Bernalillo County ent telephone system says it will be
contented with 1) per cent profit on
City of Albvquerque.
its Investment, and will let tho city
FXM tnHM DItattcllM.
authorities control the prices of its
an4
Circa
lattaa.
Caaaty
Cltj
Ueprt
service, with the utmost publicity as
Tfet larraat M. Maxlc Clrealatlaa.
to all the details of its business. The
ll'gaat Narthari krlnm CI reulatlaa. Indepednent s offer a big sum for the
privilege of using the streets for their
TtRMi or ucniPTioNi
One
the franchise.
HOG lines, and for
In adnana............
kr Ml
.M thing is certain, and that Is, that the
W aii par enraith
LOO
Mlik W aaaiL on raw
city of New York will surely be In
much better condition as to teleDtUly by Carrier, 60c per month aphones
when this war is over than it
Twm Inarmo Crmn will ba a'alireraal fan th. was when it began.

TBI tVLMUG CltlZCH

M taw knr raw at K cants par waaat.
awmUjry.
a a aaaUy
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Price

50c&$I.C0
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Special Correspondence.
By Sheldon S. Cline.
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J
least, would have been none the wiser.
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..Choice Underwear..

Stated conclave t Pilgrim Com
In nn article entitled "Some Feat urea and Fetes of nmndery No. 3. K. T., this evening at
By order of E. C,
WVIlestey" In the June number of Holland's Magazine 8 o'clock p. ni.
J. C, Forger, Recorder.
of Sunshine says (hat during the past 10(1 Esther Everett tape says of the Tree day festivities:
The
The Catholic Ladies' Aid society
years New Mexleo has produced $27.000,tMo worth of gold
"The music of a spirited march begins, and from the
will give their monthly social Tuesand $30,000,000 worth of silver, while the annual value of far side of the Chapel road a hng double file march day afternoon
at 2 o'clock, at the
close
her mineral productions at the present tlmo averages
across the green. First come the senior president and home of Mrs. Gwynn, 615 South Edith
The numher of officially surveyed mines Is given the "mistress of ceremonies,' with their aids, then the street. Strangers cordially invited.
as 995, of which the producers are classified as: Coal, 30; senior dancers, and following, the rest of the seniors in There will be a meeting .of the
gold and silver, 100; copper, 20; precious stones, 10; quar- cap and gown. Joining closely, on come the Junlor3.'They Woodmen's circle tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock, in Odd Fellows'
maries, 10; lnc, 4; iron, 2; all others, 10 or atotal of 186. are always costumed simply in 'citizens' garb. Their All members are requested to behall.
In
Prospected coal lands form an area of 1,500,000 acres, most usual array Is the white gown with hats or parasols, attendance.
garlands of green or flowers. Following them
having in sight 9,000,000,000 tons, valued at $11,000,000. and
A crowd of
and
is the great, body of liold
bad sophomores. They
Production for the past ten years, 12,000,000 tons valued show a striking contrast to the monotony of the an Irishman or two, went out yesterday morning when the grass was wet
junior ranks, for they represent divers characters
at $15,000,000. Product of Inst year 1,672,406 tons.
with lew, with t.ielr wive and little
Railroads have made the 186 mines valuable pro- one year. Mother Goose's folk; another, types of the early children,
and their sweethearts
as
ducers by affording facilities for transportation of pro- settlers, and so on. They keep step to the music, but well, to spend (he hdy
Sabbath In
sur809
have
remaining
mines, which
been
ducts. The
aside from that their chief Intent Is not to be either beau- shady little dell, called Bnr Canyon
most every price you will find our Underveyed but are not reckonded as producers, need only rail tiful or orderly. The freshmen bring up a long and, by and to make this little notice rhyme
way facilities to make many of them producers of great contrast, a subdued rear. They usually represent nothinc report that each and every one had
wear better
you usually find
the same price. We
value, while the game facilities will augment the surveyed but a color scheme, for they are all gowned In graceful, very Jolly time.
you
to
see
our
excellent
Balbriggan Underwear
floating cheese cloth of their class color, which Is on tree
nines many fold.
At the meeting of the Mvstic Shrln
New Mexico has never taken her proper place In the day announced for the first time.
erg held to decide upon the route to
per
garment.
Choice
thin Underwear in other good
mineral producing sections of the United States because
"After about fifteen minutes of marching and coun take on their trip tto Roswell, and to
of the absence of sufficient railway extensions. On Sep termarching over the great sweep of green, which ha discuss other features of the trip, It
fabrics,
to
per
garment.
tember 1, 1905, there were 2,556 miles of railroads within been put in its best condition for this day, the classes was decided to go hy the way of
the territory, of which 878 had been constructed within take their respective places at the base of the hill, except inniaao ana Amarnio, with a aide
years. When the. senior mistress of ceremonies and dancers, who have trip to Carlslod, to give the vlsltin
he last five years, and 2,500 In twenty-fiv- e
Fine Clothing and
1t Is remembered that New Mexico
contains 122,469 moved off to the hill across the road. With the stopping Shriners an opportunity of seeing the
Fine Clothing and
Furnishings
Pecos
valley.
The
will
trip
return
he
ttqnare miles, or an average of a slight fraction less than of the music the mistress of ceremonies comes slowly maue
Furnishings
way.
same
itne
A
$32.50
of
rate
forty-eigsquare miles of area for every linear mile across the lawn. She is always free and graceful, and mas
n
own
secured
for
trip
round
of railroad, and that the mineral sections are those which wears beautiful soft colored draperies. By the time the About fifteen Shriners the
will make the
have so far been the least accessible by rail, the Inade. senior president has finished her short address of wel trip from this city,
juate development of the mineral resources of New Mex come the mistress of ceremonies Is on the spot. Without . 111.
.
.
v iieu. "
n,Tnet n.weiger, or- uelen, was
Introduction she begins the recital of a poem, designed to
ico ceases to be matter of astonishment.
In
Che
on
city
Sunday,
dropped
he
Is
country
town.
for
difficult
Is like a
explain the scheme of the senior dance which she Is about
Often it
A
that lead his friends to believe
o:
town to get a railroad at all. A second railroad, generally to lead on. The character of the dance differs ereatlv hints ne
coroiempiaies matrimony, ine
iuai
:
la more difficult to secure even than the first; but after from year to year, but the general notion Is much the marriage
w ill take place in about two
that, railroads come without the asking. New Mexico same. One year a charming Interpretation of Le Romant weeks at Tucson, the home
of the
o
is now getting Into the last condition. People are pouring de la Rose was given; last June the idea was taken from bride, who was at one time one of
in. Population and wealth are increasing. Agriculture, 'The Flower and the Leaf,' and It Is hard to describe how Albuquerque s most popular young la
to Miss
manufactures, mining, stock raising, are on the upward purely through the movements of the dance, the pictures dies. The Mrs. Zwelger-to-b0
grade. Tourists and healthseekers are flocking here. que drama of flowers, knights, lady and storm was in Blanche Owen, the daughter of Prof.
:
Mrs.
George
P.
and
formerly
Owen,
of
'This condition demands more railroads, and railway en terpreted.
o
now
city,
Tucson,
out
mis
of
and
'At the close of the senior dance the senior orator is
terprise will hear and answer. While 878 miles of rail
niece of Harry P.
the attorney
roads were built Jn the last five years, 370 miles were in allowed a few minutes. Then the sophomore orator pre at law and official Own,
court
stenographer,
course of construction at the beginning of the present sents the freshman representative with the traditional
0
year, with 800 miles more for which surveys were run spade, an occasion for railing and railing again. The
MtlMORIAL
DAY
freshman dance, which closes the program, is simpler
with promise of early building.
0
With every mile of constructed line, additional re than the senior, and Is usually a series of allegorical
G. K. Warren post, No. 5. depart
sources are developed and additional demand is made for dance motifs built around the freshman class flowers. At
0
ment of New Mexico, Grand Army of
additional construction. It takes no prophet's power to the close of the dance the dancers, Joined by non-p0
itopuMic, is desirous that not
see that mining in this territory will experience In the forming freshmen, run in a close animated body to the tne
single grave of a Union or Confed 0
immediate future an expansion which will place that in spot where their tree is planted.
,
erato soldier or sailor in Albuquerque
,f
o:
dustry In the forefront with agriculture and stock raising.
KING OF RAT CATCHERS.
snau remain undecorated on Memorial
As the chief city of the territory, Albuquerque will reap
Gilson W111et8 is contributing to Holland's Magazine day, May 30.
0
1
a series of articles dealing with the dally life of the peo
o:
her share of the resulting harvest of prosperity.
he post earnestly requests
that
persons
knowing of the location of
ple oi many countries.
In an article, "How They Do
any
graves
of such soldiers or sail 0
Things In Germany," In the June number of Holland's he
ors, not already marked, may lie re
0
says:
ported to W. v. McDonald, post ad
The towns in the agricultural sections of Colorado are
i ne most unique character I met In all Germany
Jutant, at No. 209 South Second street 0
growing much more rapidly than are those that depend was a modern Pied Piper of
o:
Hamelin. You have read the All
soldiers and sail
upon mining and those that simply have commercial German legend of
title, put into verse by Browning ors, and also
that
:
soldiers
and
sources to support them. Pueblo, which is in the center which tells how, for a sum of money, a piper,
fantastically sailors, not members of the G. A. R. 0
of a rich agricultural country and also Is a manufaetur aresa, nu a whole town of rats by playing
o
his pipe, are urged to join with the post In the
ing city in addition to being near extensive mines of coal, Well, then, in relating how they do things in Germany,
I Memorial day exercises.
0
instance,
own.
more
for
It is said that,
holds
than its
J. M. WARNER.
want first of all to tell how the Germans have brought
0
Fort Collins, which has only agriculture to support it, has the Fled Piper of Hamelin down to
Chairman
Executive
Committee
date.
grown to six times the number of population which it bad
"The man in question Is a German doctor, and his odd
x
ii X- -X X X -x-x
NEW YORKERS CELEBRATE
in the census of 1900, and that Greeley, Fort Morgan, occupation grew out of the necessity
in
for
cleanliness
Longmont.
BIRTHDAY
OF JOHN KNOX
Loveland. Eaton and others have roou lactones, especially in biscut
Boulder.
establishments.
The
made a remarkable growth.
New York, May 21. The four hund 0
doctor, who is more chemiBt than physician, was a few
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
0
red and first anniversary
Here is a lesson which should not be lost upon New years ago a government chemist
the birth
receiving a salary of a or John Knox, the Scottishof reformer,
being
is
in
Mexico.
Colorado
has
been
done
What
and
rew hundred dollars a year. Today he earns something statesman,
0
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
writer and one of the fath
can be done easier and better In the Sunshine Territory, like U5.000 a year
0
and Is known as the king of rat ers of Presbyterianlsm, was celebrated
The agricultural resources here are greater and more catohers. He employs, of course,
throughout the- world yesterday by 0
sub-rhundreds
of
1000 pairs misses' and children's
varied than those of Colorado and the fruits especially catchers to do his bidding.
special religious services In all Pres
fine
.are superior. It is gratifying to notice that the agrlcul
He lives in a veritable mansion In Berlin. When I byterian churches. In the churches of
shoes.
tural sections of the territory have been and are being called at his mansion a butler let me In, announcing at this city sermons on John Knox were
preached In the morning. Although
settled by a very good class of people.
tne same time that his master was out driving a
Is an established fact that Knox
The result In Colorado indicate what can and will be
but he would be back presently. Would I wait in it
was born in 1505. the month and day 0
. done in New Mexico
in the near future. The idea that the art gallery? At last
the owner of the mansion and art of his birth Is not known. May has
this is an arid country and .that its agriculture and horti- gallery cume In and, after
o:
the preliminaries of explana
Deen selected, probably, for the ohser
culture will never be of much consequence has been ex- tion, ne said:
vance, because this month is notable 0
ploded by actual and
effects and reMy business grew up during the last twenty years for the great
move
o:
sults. Stock raising, viz.,- the feeding of cattle and sheep owing to the law relating to bakeries
and hlscuit fac ments In Scotland. Last vear the 0
on the ranches and farms, will also assume great impor- tories. If rats, mice or
four
hundredth anniversary was cele
are found in such an es
tance in a few years, and as the range becomes circum- tablishment, the factory Insects
impressive
inspectors will not isBiie a clean brated with particularly
develscribed, feeding must and will be resorted to. The
in
Presbyterian
all
bill of health, so to speak. So the bakers now employ me eeremoniea
churches in Great Britain and In this 0
opment of the agricultural resources of New Mexico has to keep
their work-roofree from all vermin. I made country.
-S
just commenced. In ten years their progress will be an a little fortune
l IMG OIIUCS A
first of all by my invention of a powder
0
astonishment and a wonder to the continent. New
a
by
kills
rat
that
its mere odor. At first I sold the pow
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
der for use in factories. Later the demand for men to
0
apply the powder In factories and bakeries became so
Spelter.
Omaha Stock Journal: While the range cattle indus- persistent
St. Louis. Mo.. May
21. Spelter,
try has not been entirely destroyed by the onward march such placesthat I signed a contract guaranteeing to keep
clean for a certain sum a year. Then I hired quiet, at $5.80.
o
of civilization it has been shorn of much of its glory and my men, mostly
old men. They have the freedom of the
profits in recent years. Less than a quarter of a century
New
Money
at
factories
all
times.
York
They
prowl
in
Market.
constantly
around
ago there were plenty of cattlemen who did not know
New York, May 21. Money on call,
search of
prey. If the presence of even one rat la
0
exactly how many thousand cattle they owned nor how suspected, their
my men resort to a wholesale use of my pow- eaty, at 23V4 per cent; prime mer
many thousand acres they roamed. All this is changed.
per
cantiio
byibft
iaper,
cent.
Bar
der. Ndw you known why the people call me the mouern
A good share of the membership of the live
sliver, 07c.
Pled Piper of Hamelin.' "
0
stock associations throughout the west is now made up
St. Louis Wool Market.
of men who cultivate a few acres in the valley and run
St. Ixniis, Mo., May 21. Wool mar
CLEVELAND AND WATTERSON
bunch of cattle In the hills. These are the men who
Norfolk, Va., May 21. in accepting the chuirmanship ket, steady; territory and western meare building up the west. The sheep man is not bated of the Jamestown exposition,
President Grover dium, 22 29c; fine medium, 2125o;
as he once was, because the cattleman in many cases Cleveland did not assume dutiesformer
with
which
he was un- fine, 18 21c.
now has become a sheepman, and both find it profitable to familiar or without sympathy.
Mr. Cleveland has taken
Chicago Live Stock.
mix as much farming as possible with their stock raising. an active and friendly
Chicago. Mav 21. Cattle Rereln-tuinterest in the exposition since it
O O4
was first decided to commemorate the nation's birth ap- 31.000; market steady to 10c lower;
New York Herald: Has there ever been a better de- propriately. Many of
beeves,
the gentlemen with whom he is as
$4.106.15: cows and heif
scription of President Roosevelt than that given by Sen- sociated on the advisory
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
committee have been in accord ers, $1.75(5 5.35; Blockers and feedator Rayner yesterday? "I wish very much (hat the presi- with him in his enthusiastic
ers,
$.'.75
Texans, $44.eO;
support of celebration, and
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
dent had not interfered in this rate bill consideration." his belief in the value, usefulness
calves, lift 6.40.
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
Shie.p Receipts, 20,000; market Is
said the senator from Maryland. "I say It wi(h all due Jamestown exposition, In calling and necessity of the
the
No. 2; 3 Smith Premier, No. 1;
deference to him that the president of the Jnited States country at this time to its genisis the attention of Mr. strong to 10C 'higher. Sheep, $4.75
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remat Jamestown.
ti.75; short lambs, $5.35
C 85.
1s so constituted that he cannot look at u trap unless he Cleveland's views on
ington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
this subject are best expressed in
fools with the spring." Mr. Roosevelt has been looking at his own words, tie said:
In Cooking When a Gas
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (alProvisions.
Is Used.
traps and fooling with springs all his life, but the occasChicago. May 21. Following were
most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
"After reading the prospectus of the Jamestown Ex1 Manhatton;
1 Chicago;
ional Iosb of a finger never diminishes his curiosity or position company and giving
closing
Lambert;
prices:
more thought to the project
1
Fox, (almost new); 2
inspires him with a sense of caution.
Wheat May. SGVie: Julv. S3"iffi
it has In keeping, I am thoroughly convinced that the
1
Densmore, No. 4, (alc
surfeit of expositions which have somewhat afflicted our 834
most new.
Corn May. 49U;
July,
Orogrande, the new name recently taken by the for- country ought not
4SH
No matter what you may cook, no
in the least to interfere with the sucmatter how
The above machines must be
me.
you may cook it, everything
mer town of Jarilla, letween Alamogordo nnd Il Paso, is cess of the exposition
will be cooked easier
sold at once, to make room for my
(Kits May, 34 V; July, 34.
planned for the celebration of the
better
and
cheaper
a remarkable youngster. It has completed its water sys- first white
on
gas
a
range.
new etook of Underwood typeP. rk Mav. $15.62M.c; July, $1372
settlement upon the domain now embraced
Let nothing hinder you from cooking with gas
tem, of which the paper published at that place said some within the limit
writers. We guarantee these maof the country we proudly call the United ft 15.721,'..
us
Let
show
gas
what a
range can do for you'
little time ago that it would supply 30,000,000 galloua of States.
chines to be Just as represented,
lard May. $3.53; July, $S.f.5.
0" how cheaP 't s to operate
water dally, clear as crystal and as cool as ice. The Infin8"!at t8how
and they can he bought at real
Kil.s May. fl); July, $9 03& 9.074.
"We have fittingly celebrated the four hundredth anThe
Electric Building, eor. 6th and Gold
bargains.
take reservoir is in the Sacramento range, twenty-fiv- e
niversary of the
Us
n'?I!,.l
G. S. RAMSAY,
and our
?'.ur name and addres.
Closing Stock Quotations.
miles distant from the town. This water will be used for dredth anniversarydiscovery of America. The three hun..
W11I
.......-...t(a urenarei! tn p i
of the settlement of Jamestown is
New York. Mav 21. Follow inir wer
401 West Railroad Avenue.
full
agricultural as wvll as mining and city purposes, and the hardly less worthy of
Information.
commemoration. A great nation losing qiio'ations:
circumjacent desert will be changed Into fertile fields and cannot bring to
A'chison, common
mind its small beginning and its stupend&su
V
luxuriant orchards.
ous growth through such a celebration as the Jamestown Atchison, preferred
1024 JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
New
York
Exposition company
fVntral
i:?'ia.
Raton Range: The Seaberg Coliseum, since the re- hearts of its people contemplates without stirring in the 'ennsylvania
13-their best patriotism and the
S0111 hern
Carries the United States mail;
cent extensive changes have been made, is the largest
s
Pacific
devotion to the principles which have made this
only line with a change of 6tock en
nion Pi.'iilc, common
theater in the southwest, carries the largest slage and nation great. And such patriotism
nt
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
and such devotion so
"I'm la
preferred
91 1.; route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
will accommodate any scenery In existence. The stage is completely
and Power Co.
underlies American lnstiutlons
that their Amalgamated Conner
Iii'i'i.. rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
larger than any stage in Denver or Kansas City, and the soundness and
0
Wednesday
Friday,
5
m.
and
For
at
a.
urength
lilted
are
our
absolutely necessary to
Slates Steel,
house wll seat comfortably mure than 1.5nu people, and strength and
&
particulars,
W.
L.
address
Trimble
nited
perpetuity.
Sia es Steel, preferred .. lo5.
0
every seat in the house is a desirable one, account le propCo., agents, Albuquerque. N. M., or J.
"I hope, therefore, that nothing will be lacking to
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Terea, N. M.
erties are perfect, and the elevation of the auditorium is make the exposition
Live Stock.
Kansas
Citv
successful, as an agency for the
s
K
such that there is not a poor seat in the house.
Mo.. Mav 1M. rattle
stimulation of our national pride and the increase of our Kt'cchit. 'tCitv.
ii ii i
Wholesale liquor and Oar Dealers
ini'Itiilinir 1 fiild cmnh.
&
&
faith in free Institutions."
;
luiirl.i't sinM.lv to a
.r
Roswell Record: Statehood or no statehood, the peoYellowstone
A distinguished member ot
,0,r
and O. F. C. Whiskies. Meet "t
ChSnd"6-ativ, ;
the committee of which
$4.2fW5.75;
southern
ple oj New Mexico will all be pleased at the honor
Champagne. Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian sod
tWh,J h't ?,
Mr. Cleveland Is chairman, Col. Henry Watterson, warmly
't is.
5; southern rows, L'.,ru
ined Goods
BotUod
by the president upon former Delegate Rodev. His
Beersn? th!
M1iWa,e,
owner
nd distributors
n;iti(. cows and heifers, $2.,riO'fi
seconded our former president's sentiments when he
".es. Iiu
enemies will rejoice that Rodey is removed from the wrote that
PrJ t wavaAad0 Wbl8ke'r- - Wrte for our Illustrated Catalogue and
kcrs
L'.Vu
and fenirs,
Is no drop of blood in my veins which
"There
scene of action on statehood, and his friends are glad Is not Virginia
$2.75t4.23; ealv. .
Street, Albuquerque, New Mezlci
':
blood, and It warms to the thought of the
that Rodey has beeu justly rewarded.
steers. M.7.'.'f 1 25;
fed
Jamestown celebration. There is nothing that 1 can do
ows,
l2.5tK4.25.
"''ri!
aiivl r'
i.i
either personally or as an editor that I will not gladly do
S!i.
Thomas Jefferson: The basis of our government being to advance
ci ints. o.iMW; llurket is
I do not think I need elaborate
its
Iron-- .
interests.
Highland
f.
'Voor:-:(Ji
:
umhx
the opiuion of the people, the very first object should be the many claims which
so obvious an undertaking has
ni::.,. wethers, $5.2f'(t :..""
ft.(
to keep that right; and were it left to ine to decide upon the country.
f i ::.'.(. 25.
It seems to me that intelligent people
Hlllsbc
whether we should have a government without newspa- everywhere will
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
concur
in
Jamestown
opinion
the
old
that
pers or news papers without a government,
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. Awn
with Mauger L Avery, Boston
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
should not must be duly celebrated."
emiof
With
these
the
views
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON Orders Sollciteu.
hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.
delivery.
nent gentlemen the entire committee agree.
Offics, 321 West Gold Avenue
JUNE 1. pAY THIS MONTH.
Colo, ptioue, Jlk. 89.
214 South
Street
1500 S. B'way.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. '

Albuquerque Outlook

is a hobby of ours and very
to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the
terial he needs. Then you will find here a
variety
of all the sizes, so that

ffJNDERWEAR

hmen

Jolly-Frenc-

Evety Man May be Fitted.

Again, at
than
want

50c.

7Sc.

at

at

$4.50

M. M ANBBEX

ht

E6e Policy of this Store

is to clean up stock
once yearly and onen
season with new goods.

e,

THE NAME

er

f

Agriculture and Growth

Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
i

x-x-

f

-

at

f

four-in-han- d,

f

Our window display wiii
goe you, an inkting of the

shapes that stylish dressers
wiii wear, but come in and f
uitfjcil
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best monev
can ouy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
12 J Railroad Ave.
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SUMMER WORK
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JOTTINGS

WHERE TEACHERS

THE

SUNDAY

POLICE CIRCLES

SPEND VACATION

FOR CHILDREN

FROM

CITIZEN.

PAGE FIVE.

LAS PLACITAS

AMUSEMENTS

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

MINING DISTRICT

N

Public Public School Instructors' Itelyou, the Astrologist, Taken Good Irowds at the Casino,
Into Custody on Charge
First Regiment Band
Plans For Summer Vaca
Schools, as Outlined by
of Telling
tion, WithLeavingTime
in Robinson Park.
Prominent Educator.

Of (he Albuquerque

EXCELLENT PAPER BY PROF. CLARK

AND

ADDRESS

SUMMER

FOR THE

FORTUNES

WITHOUT

A

LICENSE

BAND

RENDERS

FINE

'Valley View" Claim

j

Show-an-

The Man

d

ing Up Rich Ore in
Great Quantities.
J.

CONCtkT

A,

BLOVDIN

IS

Business

of
I

I

or the Home Library

"i

nam judi
large shipment.

F

e

30-fo- ot

ttlbert Faher
308-31-

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Street, Barnett BIdg.

107 South Second

The Only First Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

value-enhancin- g

WANTED

Railroad Ave.,

Pool and Billiard Parlor.

nt

ft

0

BRUNSWICK

1

iuine

"SilPS

41

a

Roll Top
Desks, Flat and Stand to
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Typewriter
Outofl.
Stands
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and highest class of
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not tall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annoy
ance.
Our prices are the lowest.

THE OWNER

In police court this morning a warStock company
The Berger-GrosThe scholastic year which closed
John McManus of the Clarkville
Several inquiries having been res
was
public
sworn
out
of
rant
for
Albuquerque
arrest
the
Friday,
in
played
to two large audience yester Produce company, and J. A. Blondln,
the
to
relative
ceived at this office
of
Itelyou, the astrologist, who has been day,
The Evening Citizen,
to be schools, thank to the efficiency
advantages or disadvantages
matinee and night perform- bookkeeper for
suiertn-inden- t
fortunes at 504 West Railroad ances,atcloning
returned last night, from a trip to the
open
very
gained by sending children to school the teachers, and especially E. Clark, telling
a
successful
avenue for some days past, charging ing week. Tonight
of city schools. J.
during the summer months, if summer
a new bill will le Placltas mining district, where the
most successiui in him with operating without a license produced, and repeated
itomorrow and last named gentleman has a mining
school there be, or by having the proved one of ofthe this
city's public contrary to the city ordinances. The Wednesday night,
history
to develop Into
bill again claim that promises
child study during the summer va- the
the
the months of warrant was turned over to a police- changing on Thursday night.
To- an exceedingly good paying property.
cation, instead of playing all sum- schools, and now thatcome
to an end, man to serve. Armed with the papers night that beautiful comely-drama- .
"I'm not much of a mining man,
mer, a representative of The Evening arduous duties have
as well as the officer called at Itelyou's rooms in
said Mr. McManus when interviewCitizen, not feeling equal to the task the mind tf the teachers,
a
California
Pardners,
The
the
of
tale
to recreation, and how the Garcia building, and, opening the gold fields. In the days of '49, written ed this morning, "alfalfa fleld9 beof advising In the matter, called up- the ,upils, turnsummer
door, walked in.
vacation.
ing more in my line, but It was plainly
on Prof. J. E. Clark, superintendent to siend the
Bartlett Campbell, will be pre- to
"Don't say a word," exclaimed Itel- by
Following is a list of the puimc
be seen that Mr. Blondln'g property
may
story
aa
be
told,
sented.
The
of the public schools, a full page, half
this city, when you, as the officer entered, "I tell you Judged hy the title, Is of two partners. is well worth having. A
shaft
tone of whom, together with a com- school teacherswill ofleave,
if leaving, everything you want to know."
hev left or
and two tunnels, one of 50 feet and
"piece
de
plimentary notice, appears In the rein
The
California.
miners
"Let her go," said the officer.
have been sunk,
how they will spend their
of the play la a quarrel the other of 100 feet,
vised edition for May of Brewer's D- where and together
"In the first place," said Itelyou, resistance"
with their dimmer
and have opened up a vein 'of gold,
irectory of School Superintendents, and acations,
partners,
which
between
after
two
the
"you are an officer of the majestic
and copper that shows
secured from that gentleman the fol addresses.
one is murdered, and the other, inno- sliver, lead
law."
signs of becoming richer as the level
Central Building.
lowing article, prepared especially for
Che
is
cent,
of
however,
crime.
acctied
"Correct, go up head," exclaimed
sunk."
J. A. Miller Remains in city, at
this paper:
and about to be lynched, when saved is The
the mystified officer, who could not through
samples of ore brought hack
Summer Work for School Children. 1118 Sautli Arno street. Ix-f- t May 19 understand
a
stroke of good fortune. A
deSherlock
Holmes
exceedingly
this
Miss Nancv Hewitt
IBv Prof. J. E. Clark.
by C. Rea have been pronounced
Chinaman,
played
to
be
Kan. Address, an duction.
rich, and are said to be the same kind
comedy
Berger,
Children who have attended school for Hiawatha,
of
the
furnishes
the
You are looking for a victim," con
made the Kelly mine
throughout the entire year, but have Miami street.
play. The working out of the prob- of ore that has
not
Miss Sadie Leavltt Leaves the city tinued Itelyou.
is, and famous. Of course the vein has
failed of promotion are often encour
murderer
wha
lem
real
of
the
"Tag
you're
it,
officer.
the
said
yet to
developed
as
sufficiently
been
partremaining
aged to undertake the unprofitable June 1, for Kansas City. Summer ad
you will be successful," went the vindication of the
has got,
ner, all goes to make a beautiful, tell exactly Iswhat Mr. BlondUa
task of making up the lost year's work dress, Grand Rapids, Mich. Remains m on"And
Itelyou.
ore
as per
plenty
of
the
but
Roberts
there
Mrs.
O'Conor
study
desultory
of
few
a
weeks
,
iplay,
with the tears and sample,
in
The officer merely smiled knowingly. touching
are
that
the
indications
and
during the summer. In general, we he city, at 1123 North Second street.
"Well, I'm somewhat of a fortune smiles freely Intermingled.
there is plenty more, the lead at preswould not recommend that any pupil Employed at Business college.
I
myself,"
officer,
Bald the
"and
ent being 30 Inches thick and is
June l, teller
Mrs. Ella LaBar Leaves
who has been In regular attendance
Robinson Park Concert.
tell you, Itelyou, that you're going to
widening with depth.
during the year and has failed to com for Noblesville, Ind.
evening
last
concert
The
rendered
your
abode."
Mr. Blondln's property Is located in
Mis
Sallie King Leaves June i, change
Regiplete his work satisfactorily attempt
by
Park
First
the
Robinson
in
"Very
Interesting.
else?
What
elab- the Placltas mining district, Sandoval
to make nreoaration for the advanced for Oak Grove, Mo.
most
was
of
band,
one
the
ment
Itelyou.
county, and is situated about three
Miss Eva Bowers Remains in the asked
grade during the summer season. If
or"Your present place doesn't suit orate, yet given hy this musicalwonand a half miles south of the town
thn student has Hone his best and fail city, at 929 South Fourth street.
improved
ganization,
has
which
you.
You are going on a journey. You
Miss Rose T. Dee Remains in the
ed, he certainly cannot make satisfacderfully since it first gave concerts of Las Placltas. Mr. .Blondln icated
tory nrenaration during the brief va city, at corner of Silver avenue and will meet with bad fortune. You will at the beginning of last winter in the and has worked the mining c'..im In
soon need $25 real bad. You are going
which is known as :ho Valcation. If he has failed because of High street.
Casino, and the park last night was question,
to a nice, quiet, cool place. You "
ley View, since January, 1902. Three
Flrt Ward School.
unfaithful effort, he needs too much
good
music
of
with
lovers
crowded
"Enough," cried Itelyou, "what s the
in
dollars has been sp-Mrs. T. J. Butts Remains in the
serious work to warrant our recom
who were well repaid for coming out. thousand
Sep- game?"
development work to date and It is
mendinc the summer school. If ill city, except from August 20 to Instipiece
one
good
was
Particularly
And he was enlightened.
understood that Mr. Blondln will soon
health has caused the failure, the par tember 1. Conducts teachers'
Itelyou was given a hearing this rendered by the band, a descriptive have his claim patented, a
ent, of course, will not allow the pupil tute at Raton on August 20. Resi- morning,
telling
the
special
effects,
with
piece,
found guilty and fined $25.
feature thought necessary in
to do summer work. There may be a dence, 212 South Broadway.
be
The officers predictions all came whole story of an engagement
Miss Minnie Delhi Remains m me true.
a this "country of land grants."
few exceptional cases, however, in
and
s
soldiers
Sam
tween
Uncle
It is understood that Mr. Blondin
which pupils will profit by doing sum city, at 959 North Eighth street.
band of Indians. The piece opened has interested eastern
capital In his
Miss Lettle Watson Kemains in
mer work. For these, the following
tom
Indian
heating
of
the
tfie
with
Mike Lynch, one of the "steadies"
mining venture, and that the Placltas
regulations are offered:
the city, at 635 South Arno street.
etc..
Indians,
yelling
toms,
of
the
the
at police court sessions, was again
will soon attract the
Miss Elizabeth M. Reiinan
If the parent thinks it advisable for
war dance. Aa mining district
the tribunal of Justice this indicatives of an Indianaway,
And
financial support its
interest
disIn
the pupil to attempt summer work, the city May 19, for Corning, N. Y. Sum lefore
the
died
morning, charged with being drunk the
pupil Is to apply to his regular teacher mer address, 264 West second street.,
the notes of a bugle, latent mineral wealth deserves.
and disorderly. Mike was given the tance was heard
troops to
Jor a statement recommending that he Corning, N. Y.
government
calling
the
thecny regulation $5 fine.
Miss Elsie McGregor
be allowed the privilege.
arms. To make this part of tne mu
adCity.
Summer
Pupils having the recommenda May 13, for Silver
Paul Padilla, who said he was a sic more effective two buglers were
tion of the regular teacher will call at dress. Silver City, N. M.
printer,
was taken into custody Sat stationed In opposite sides of the park
Miss Winifred Hillyard Remains in
the office of the superintendent, Mon
Then the
charged
night,
urday
with being to sound the bugle calls.
day, June 4, for settlement of ar- the city, at 110 North Edith street.
up a spirited
struck
soldier
band
Intoxicated.
l
Miss Blanche Otis Leaves june
rangements for the work. Bring re
Three or four boys to play clarionet
"Were you drunk?"
asked the march, a9 the boy in blue marched
port card, assignment or conditional for Manchester, Iowa. Summer ad- judge.
away to the scene of the Indian war in Ltarnard & Undemann's boys'
card, and the recommendation of the dress, Manchester, Iowa.
norses.
or
galloping
tne
The
They also can use three or
band.
'If I was, your. honor, replied the dance.
Second Ward School.
regular teacher. Be sure to bring all
bugle notes, and the playing of four more boys for tenor trombone
D. C. Taylor
Remains in the prisoner, "1 was under the influence the
very
three statements.
piece
and baritone trombone.
of liquor and didn't know what I was the band all made the
The tutor for the summer work citv. at 514 South High street.
stirring and easy to translate. Pres
This is a good opportunity for boy
Miss Lollie Under Leaves June l, doing."
must be O. K'd. by the superintendent
began
government
and
who desire to improve their spare
'Five dollars for yours," was the ently the
Mo.
Address. 1410
Mingled
The following are the requirements for Klrksvllle.
playing the national air.
judge's sentence.
time by getting a musical education.
concerning time to be given to each East Jefferson street.
with it could distinctly he heard tne In after years, as the members of
Miss Minnie Craig Leaves tne city
subject to be made up:
sol
as
beating of the
the
Learnard & LJndemann's boys' hand
At least eight t8) weeks on each June 1. for Westfield, N. J. Address, GRIMSHAW AND
diers neared he scene of the Indian grow up, they will many times feel
115 Kimball avenue.
subject.
fight
was
to thankful that they not only had the
that
dance and the
Adams Iveft the
PENITENTUARY BRICK war
Miss Catherine
s
At least four meetings with the tu
ensue. Louder grows tne
ni .nnrtiinlttf in loin thn hnnd. Ituttook
citv Mav 18 for Los Angeles, Cal. Ad
tor each week on each subject.
glorious
but still louder sounds the
a(ivan(aEa vt it
HE SENDS AN ADVERTISEMENT national
At least forty minutes each day dress. 2019 Downey avenue.
air. Finally the soldiers,
Tnat lh band j8 an Miurei
Miss
Lillle Keepers Remains in
TO THE CITIZEN REQUESTING
con-with the tutor on each subject.
the scene of the coming
ce83 can be ascertained by any one
THAT IT BE PUBLISHED.
Examinations will be given to those the city, at 629 South Arno street,
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flict. A bugle sounds the order for who
spf nd an nour or Iesg at
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tjnly who have met these , require
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June 1 for Pueblo. Residence, bii The following letter,' In which the
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Examinations will be given late in South Broadway, Albuquerque. N. M. material made at the 'penitentiary rewith it all is the sound of the davg and pridaB. one can see
s
Miss Mary Norton Gees at once to ceivea complimentary words, was reAugust by the superintendent.
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by
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not.
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state.
standing
York
examination
Whatever
hymn. Louder grows the music gtrlet aUention to Mr. George Leo
Santa Fe, N. M. May 18. If con tie
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cent for credit.
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building material which is manufac less frequent,
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New
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sir
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quality
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vitrified
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the
street,
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address, June 4th.
comes to an end with the playing of may jj al Leamard & Lindemann's.
Miss Anita Thomas Leaves June 1 which is of a very high class. The "Nearer My God to Thee.V
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the square music dealers.
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building
furnished
at
are
bricks
ad
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reservation.
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for
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lime
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furnish
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Albu
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Silver
dress,
West
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Primary teachers will not be
plause
the park was loud and pro - tavf5 arc maw due AND
cents per longed. inEvidently
quantity, at twenty-fivommended for grammar grade work. querque.
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eighty
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Brick
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Mabel
Hunt
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deany
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furnished
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also
Summer
tion next fall must bring a statement for California
reputation.
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certifying as to the amount of work dress, 211 North Fourteenth street, Ired and orders are filled promptly,
Breed vour mare to the best trot- I
In
advance,
you
have
Thanking
Albuquesque.
per
fore
Don't forget the Poverty social to ,n Ktaiiinn In New Mexico. 219
done and the time spent as
Miss Maud Custers Leaves June 1 the honor to remain, yours truly,
going statement.
be given by the Ladies of the Grand Coimer avenue
B.
S.
GRIMSHAW.
602
pro
for California rteorts. Address,
Army of the Republic at Odd Fellows'
Punlls having the "conditional
Assistant to President, and General hall Saturday, May 19, at 8:30 p. m.
Citizen Want ads hring results.
motion" cards are not expected to do Silver avenue, Albuquerque.
of
Manager
Central.
Fe
May
Santa
in
Kemains
Miss
Hazeldlne
summer work. The statement, "The
745
city,
Tljeras tavenue.
at
pupil is subject to back transfer if the
May BROWNS STILL LOOKING
W. B. AfcFarland Leaves
these conditions are not removed
25,
for Emporia, Kan. Will spend the
within five weeks," means that the
pudII has a five weeks' trial in th summer in the Kansas State Normal
.
A 1 "71
MANAGER S 5
advance grade next fall, and if at the school.
Fourth Ward School.
end of that time, his work Is not sum
DECLINES THE
GEORGE ARNOT
J. R. McCollum Remains in the
cientlv strong to warrant his remain
HONOR BECAUSE OF HIS CON
High
street.
ing in the grade longer, he will be city, at 524 South
NECTION
WITH TERRITORIAL
Miss Elizabeth Gerwig Left the
to
recommended for assignment
FAIR.
pupil
May
21, for Denver, Colo. Sum'
city
lower grade. Physically strong
who have these "conditional promo mer address until June 1, 726 South
The Albuquerque Browns are still
tion" cards might profit by doing sum Lcgan street, Denver, Colo. After looking for a manager. On the res
115
mer work, but wo do not wish to as June 1, 37 East Logan street, Nobles ignation of Frank Houston, George
same any responsibility in these cases ville, Ind. Will pend a few weeks at Arnot was elected to the place, but
Mr. Arnot says that he cannot nerve,
If such pupils wish to do the work the Indiana State Normal school.
We wish to announce that under the
Miss Mary V. Spaulding Ixift the and gives as his reasons that be Is a
they do so according to their own plans
We do not require them to call for city May 19 for California. Will soon vice president and member of the ex
new management, dating from
examination in August to remov return on her way to Hanniiiai. Mo exutive board of the territorial fair,
Address, 212 South Sixth street.
and the position as manager of the
tb,ese conditions.
16, J 906, prices on all games will be
MLss Adah Vaughn Remains in the Browns might be unbecoming to him
city, at 423 South Arno street.
when the time for the annual tourna
SALE OF IRON KtrG
Best
Miss Helen Rodey Remains in the ment arrives. It would place him In
I
DENIED city, at 802 Kent avenue.
MINE
a compromising position should the
Souththe
and
1
equipment in
Miss Minnie Baker Leaves June
fair association be called upon to de
cide any dispute which might arise
CHIEF ENGINEER FOR NAVAHO for Michigan.
Best
line
of Cigars in the city.
west.
Miss Elizabeth Willey Remains in U'tween the contending teams of the
SAYS
GOLD MINING COMPANY
the city, at 600 West lAad avenue
tournament. For this reason and for
O
Music every night during next week.
HE HAS NO KNOWLEDGE
Miss Edith Everitt Remains in the tilio reason that lie hasn't the time to
SALE.
city, at 818 North Third street.
give that the position demands, he
declines the honor, and until some
Percy Barbour, chief engineer fo:
one is found to fill the isjsition. all
AND
MOZELEY
DR.
company,
Mining
ar
the Navaho Gold
communications to the Browns and
flyer
today from Boston
rived on the
FAMILY ARE HERE the business of the club will be atno
says
that there is
Mr Harbour
ttnded t by Mr. Houston, as in the
truth in the story circulated last week THEY COME FROM BROOKPORT, past.
King
mine
to the effect that the Iron
ILL., AND WILL LOCATE HERE.
in the Cochiti district had been sold
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
Berger-Gros- e
on his recommendation.
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Mozelev ami
"I have never been in the mine," children are in the city from Brook WANTED To. buy for cash, fivt or
AT THE CASINO
saiil Mr. Barbour. "All that I know port. III., and the doctor will establish
modern house. Answer,
about it is that there is a hole io, the an office here, in a few days for the
giving particulars and iirle. lek
Tuesday and Wednesday Nights, and
ground, and that it is next to some practice of his profession. This morn
Hox 4. City.
property owned by the Navaho com- ing he was Introduced at The Even FOll SALE Set of single harness. 213
havWednesday Matinee, in
pany, i have no knowledge of it
ing Citizen office by W. V. McDonald
West Atlantic avenue.
ing been sold.''
He comes highly recommended as a FOR SALE New four-roohouse
physician and surgeon. The Brook
wilh lath, etc. 5n7 North Twelfth
uort Eagle, in speaking about thel
hi i t et.
LUNA COUNTY
departure, has this to say:
FOR KENT Nice furnished rooms.
Sl'ICC'lAlI'IES.
CAST OF CHAKAlT EKS.
DISTRICT COURT
Dr. Charles A. Mozeley and family
wiih electric lights and l.ath for Joe Sanders, Ned Siiuilcton, Pardners Her--- .- and Wild) ...Illustrated Songs
chilMrs.
Charles Marshall and
and
liuht huu8ekeuTing and
slecnins
Wm. E. Neff and l. die I'. Webb.
SongH
liaby Lucille
left here last Tuesday for AlbuI? Frank Melville
of Jots! ah Scraggs
purposes. Inquire at corner
Huck and wing dances
Italjy Fioiviicc
OPENED AT DEMING THIS MORN- dren
querque,
they
to
expect
N. M.. where
LARGE-CO- URT
Wm. Hill Udl A. Edmonds Trio
QUITE
Kallioad avctiu? and Fourth s'ret Major Uritt
ING DOCKET
Judge lirandon
Wm. Double
Over hardware st;re.
THREE make their future home. Brookport
SESSION
IN
Novelty Specialties
regrets losing such nice people and FOl'ND A bunch of Yale keys. Will Wing
('. Ilea Uerger
king, next
tl,.
handcuff
WEEKS.
Cros",
'1
useful citizens who have resided with
Fi ed Schone
he Citi- Sum
lie returned to owner at
niKht, May 23.
Welti.
long.
us
so
Evening
one
Citizen.
The doctor has been
A una Edmonds
Special to The
zen ollic- - i x n payment for this no- I'osie
V ilel Sweeney
IVmtng. N. M May 21. The May of our best citizens, and in recogni(Jrace Hrandon
tice.
There will l' an entire change of
peosterling
qualities the
n
Helen K. May bill on Monday and Thursday of each
Mary lirandon
term of the Luna county district court tion of his
morning.
COST.
ple
OUT
AT
SELLING
have elected him at different times
convened in this city this
SYNOPHS.
wti'k durl:. the season. Ixiora op-Commencing Tuesday, May J. a'
The members of the grand an I petit to the offices of mayor, police Judge
Actl lirandou's p- -- S ure.
S p. in.
Performance begins at
at
11U1
Second
S
Kitchen. ;il
juries, selected by the jury commis- and president of the board of educa- Candy
Act. II Monit. of the I'ardners.
Saturday and SunMa'
8:3i.
1
of
my
of
entire stock
the. Brookport graded schools, street,
will sell
Act III Interior of Itnindon's home day. I1..0.. c:.n i.t I :::' i. in. Persioners, were presented to the court tion
is
surgeon
r
fixtures,
of the Illinois landits, nuts. cakes, ail
and has been
Act IV Same as Act 2.
Z.
this morning. Judge F. W. Parki
formance
presiding. The docket is i.uite large, Central Railroad company at this candy tools, supplies, bda fountain,
Matinees.
of seats.)
to
Admission
K'lc
range
it
new.
long
place for a
anil
imporalnicsl
time. The best wish- cash register,
some criminal cases of grt-.15c
10c a,,,;
tance, and the court will be in session es of everybody go with them to their other things too numerous to mention Children
new home.
W. (1. HOFFMAN.
about three weeks.
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S MUSIC STORE.
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Strictly Up To Date
Straight IS

Pool 7 1 -- 2c per cue. Pool Se per cum
Billiard 60c per hour.
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Max Gussaroff,

Prop.
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TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you lni a nice box 4hey will not b
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of PoitofMce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Go.

tonv-tom- s,

tom-tom-

suc-ifac-

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

1

d

twen-tom-tom-

e

The Williams Drug Co.
will receive the personal care of one of the firm,
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
HAND IN HAND

WITH PERFECTION
Is the White Lily Cigar every da- - In
the week, the month, the year, lit
trite to Bay that it's of uniform good
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Pool Room

.The

Prop.

Stock Co..

tiix-roo-

Monday,

.

"TIE PARDNERS"

Ie

.

RAILROAD

AVENUB.

ss

REDUCED 50 PER CENT.
Tables

Wnnio WoirUmainip

RICHARDS

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Bifpeclally, if she tells you to order
ack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make 110 excuse, (rr you should forget the order), that you oould not
grocer
find it, for very first-clahandles EMPRESS. You win ahraya
And good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of alL
good cheer to greet you when yon
come homu for your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of

May

-

J.

1134 WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE

WEST

quality.
Couldn't he otherwtoe, because it is always made from the same
grade of tobacco grown ln the sam
fields.
And the making!
Look at
one. feel it, emoll it, smoke It, acid
you won't blame us for calling the
White Lily a "perfection" cigar. rt
cents each; 12 the box of flftj.

all

others.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

A

SERVANT

THAT

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

DO YOUR
A

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

WORK.
YOU NEED

NEVER

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

X

Meet Mr at Yanow's

.

Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them FkFF.
ami Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Permanently located al
114 Itallroad avenue.
C. Hi CARNES, O. tX

ft
ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

$90,000,000
arrived, or
thatonamountwayhasfrom
europe

the
the far east
MONEY

is

Ninety million dollars

In gold

I

V from foreign countries. Of the
V amount, Ehiroiie sends $62,000,- - 1
OOO
worth and the Far Bast,

V

jew

V

2S.P00.0on.

tttltlttttYlTYlYt
New

York,

wormou

May

Into
tbe United States now In progress Is
trtfeelnally putting a stop to the wild
fluctuations of money rates which
tare alarmed the financial district for
months, Is apparent In Wall street.
More than 150,000,000 In gold has
c
rwwntly leen unloaded from
liners at this port. Morehae
rried on the Pacific side from ifche
East, and more Is coming.
VrAfcmzo
B. Hepburn, president of the
National bank, and former controller of the currency, explained the
ascent vast importations.
Money Rates Fickle.
Money operates automatically," he
aid. "Like everything else, It finds
Urn tcel High loan rates here call
ftw guld from abroad. It was natural
s
there should be extensive
Vhen our call money reached
25 per cent
Tlien came the offer cf the secretary of the treasury to temporarily
loan to national banks government
fgoM to the amount of the metal In
transit from abroad. There had been
sua objection to shipping gold, for the
reason that while lti was In transit It
waa In disuse, and there was a heavy
gold

of

trans-Atlanti-

L
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loa cf Interest.
"Secretary Shaw's plan makes It
BowMrie for a New York banker to
engage foreign gold, and to all purines, have it on the same day, the
Importer I or rowing government gold
trpnn (high, class security pending the
arrival of the foreign shipment.
"Tbla has encouraged gold Imports

ifffjlll
It.

materialUr.

'Frisco Needs
"Tho San Francisco disaster has
fcres a large factor In bringing gold

0 YOU

It

THEREI

YOU'VE

BROKEN
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REV. ROLAND
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yp?A
D.

R. H. E.
1
7 1
5 9 1

New York

and Gibson;
Batteries Phillipln
11 14 1 Taylor and Bowerman.
Cincinnati
3 11 3
Brooklyn
American League.
Welmer and t Schlel;
Batteries
R. H.E.
At New York
Scanlon and Bergen.
3 5 1
R. H. E. St. Louis
At St. Louis
8 12 2
3 7 1 New York
St. Louis
Petty, Jacobson and
Batteries
5 12 1
Philadelphia
Hoelstetter Spencer; Newton and McGann.
Batteries McFarland,
R. H.E.
At Washington
Raub; Lush and Dooin.
1 5 0
R. H.E. Washington
At Chicago
3 11
0
10 14 0 Chicago
Chicago a
Batteries Kitson and Klttredge;
4 7 4
New York
Kling; Patterson and Hart.
Batteries Lundgren and
R. H.E.
At Boston
Ames and Bowerman.
3 9 0
Cleveland
2 5 2
Western League.
Boston
R. H.E.
At Sioux City
Baterles
Bernhard and Bemls;
3 6 1 Young and Graham.
Sioux City
2 7 0
Pueblo
R. H.E.
At Philadelphia
1
6 1
Butteries Corbett and Freese; Mi- Detroit
nor and Messitt.
2 8 2
Philadelphia
R. H. E.
At Omaha
Batteries Donovan and Warner;
7 9 3 Coaktey and Schreck.
Omaha
0 4 3
Denver
Batteries Sanders
and Gonding;
Western League.
Page, Engle
and
and Welgardt
R. H.E.
At Sioux City
Schranck.
13 10 4
Sioux City
12 17 2
Pueblo
American Association.
Batteries Jackson, Reeder, Baker
At Milwaukee
and Hess; Matney, Quick and Sisler,
7
Milwaukee
and
Messitt.
3
Kansas City
R. H. E.
At Uncoln
At Columbus-Colum- bus
6 2
4
Lincoln
8
1
7 0
Des Moines
L
6
Indianapolis
Eyler and Zinran; Man
atteries
At Su Paul
ske, Brlnker and Towne.
4
St. Paul
R. H.J2.
At Omaha
8
Minneapolis
1 7 3
Omaha
At Toledo
1
Denver
2
Toledo
Corns, McNeely and Gon
Batteries
0
Louisville
ding; Wright and Weigardt.
At Cincinnati

&fi'tul

'

At Pittsburg
Pittsburg

GAMES.

National League.

9
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"BROKEN WHAT?"
The Third Commandment.

:C

transit, a saving of the heavy
waste of gold due to frequent handling, and a great safeguard would
be established against financial panics. The 1200,000,000 in gold, owned
by the four great nations of the
world would be easily accessible in
(he event of great emergencies. I believe that this plan Is practicable and
that it will come."
Gold In Kegs.
Gold Is shipped In a very matter-of-faway. In the form of flat bricks
or coin, it Is carefully packed
In beavy oak kegs, which are sealed.
9peclul safe compartments are provided on tbe big liners for these kegs
of gold, and special messengers guard
them constantly while In transit.
From the steamer dock to the
kegs are
In Wall street,
carted under the watchful eyes of
armed guards.
gold In

CURSE

A

ST
T

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN GOLD IN KEGS AT THE
IN NEW YORK.

from abroad. We ha.Ve shipped to that
stricken city about $30,000,000, and
this has been done largely with. Imported gold."
Would Avoid It
A scheme to obviate the necessity
of transiportlng gold across tho Atlantic, is the latest bobby of Henry
Clews, the Wall street banker and
broker. He said:
"The great nations are now upon the
gold
America, Germany,
standard.
England and France might with profit
International
Issue $50,000,000 of
paper, calling for so much gold. The
American banker, wanting gold from
France, might then apply In the regular way, and immediately receive
the equivalent of his purchase In
France' International paper on deposit in New York. The gold would
not have to be touched. There would
'be a saving of Interest now lost on

SAWYER.

UNION MEN WANTED.
Obey a Union Man's Advice.

"Now I want to give you men
r aome advice. If you are addicted
V to profanity, stop and think that
F you are cursing the God whose
Y air you breathe. It is a nasty
babit and does no one any good."
T
The late Chief Engineer1 Ar-C liiur.
a7

R. H. E.

67

jr

A CURSE CARD.

SATURDAY'S GAMES.

Special Correspondence:
Haverhill, Mass., May 21. Have a
card 7 Take something for that profane feeling!
The only organization in the world
taat has for its sole aim the suppression of profanity has its headquarters
la this cMy. The object of the
League is to bring about
a. wholesome abhorrence of cursing in
all Its forms.
Ia 1901 a crusade in a Massachusetts city against blasphemy in public places resulted in the founding of
the league by tbe Rev. Roland D.
The
Sawyer, the present secretary.
Idea was quickly endorsed by minisyear
ters and laymen and within one
the league had been established in 40
ailaies and in various other parts of
the world. Rev. Dr. John L. Wlth-rois its president.
The league alms to create public
fteiiiiment again.st tlie use of profanity
of literature, agihf the bydistribution
pulpit and press, enforcetation
ment and encouragement of
legislation, and by the orgun-iaatlo- n
of local leagues.
One of its unique features is the
distribution of "curse cards" by members in order to rebuke specific outThese printed
bursts of profanity.
cards bear sentiments suitable to any
that may arise, and the
leajruo members feel free to hand
them out, even at times when a verbal rebuke might result In disaster to
tW reformer.
The emblem of tbe league Is a
showing the Bible opened to its
teaching on profanity and surrounded
hf an appropriate motto.
Anti-Proranit-y

National League.
At Chicago
R. H.E.
Chicago
0 6 2
Philadelphia
8 13 2
Batteries
Weickert
and Kling,
Duggleby and Dooln.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
15 19 2
Cincinnati
Boston
0 8 3
Batteries
Frazer
and Schlel;
Young, Wit hemp and Needham.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
7 12 2
Brooklyn
5 12 3
Batteries Druliot and Raub, Eason
and Rltter.
Oaks, Jicarilla and Galllnas mining'
districts, in order to obtain informa-- l
tiou desired for the bureau of the
mint, a branch of tho treasury de--!
Iiartment. Ilu pviuvta In
ac,,t
Prof.'
aliout a week or ten days.
Jones has severed his connection
with the Geoloirioal anrvev. fnr iho
district conised cf New Mexico,!
Colorado, Wyoming and South IXu-- !
Kota, nas been established at Den-- i
ver.
Tho Information
heretofore
gathered by him for the Geological,

American Association.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Kansas City
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
St. Paul
At Toledo
Toledo
Louisville
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Columbus

4
9
2

3

College Games.
At Cambridge. Mass.

Princeton
Harvard

8
6

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

BOY

Ray Turley, the

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

1

a

s.

NEW MEXICO.

DEEP-SEATE-

!

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT TENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

BORRADAILE

& 00.

i

117 Gold Avenue

v

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.

23c.,'50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.

CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BMUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

A farmer saw

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

semi-annuall- y

The TOOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

"oF

que, N. M.
By order of

cooocx5ocooooooocx5ocx5cx5cx5

the city council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.

SCREEN TIME

May 2, 1906.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Is

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

B. A. SLEYSTER

Notice Is hereby given that the folINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
lowing named settler has filed noPUBLIC.
tice of his intention to make final Room 5, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque
procf In support of his claim, and
Automatic Telephone, 174.
that said proof will be made before
the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
John M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia
county, N. M., for the north half of
Albuquerque Business College.
the northeast quarter of section 26,
OPENS
township 7 north, range 6 west.
Monday, June 4, 1906.
He names the following witnesses Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
to prove his continuous residence
Graded and High School Branches
upon and cultivation of said Land,
$10.00 for ten weeks.
viz.:
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Ceo, S. Ramsey
Kenneth C. C. Gunn. E. B. MUlett.
Proprietress
Manager
George H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
410 West Railroad Ave.
all of Laguna. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Summer School

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

Grand Central Hotel

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A
A

TAkE

IT IN TIME.

Just as Scores of Albuquerque People
Have.

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.
FENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT CN
THEIR WORK BENCH.
FOR TAINS. ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD. RUB IT IN WELL

sr.

Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

MILL

COOOC)OOOOOOOOOCOCX300C)000

Of12,

1906.

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

one of

Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City our advertisements in the
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.," newspaper. It happened that shortly afterwards 'he sold aome grain.
will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unopined a checking account
NHe
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
with
us, repositing the money lie
an issue of thirty thousand 030,000)
received fn:m the sale cf his grain.
dollars of city building bonds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certiFrom that day to this, that
fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
farmer has always kept zn account
dollars must accompany each bid,
with us. UTienever he sells any
said sum to be forfeited to the city,
produce from the farm, he deiiosits
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
in case of failure ot performance by
the money in tthe bank and pays
him if hla bid Is accepted.
his obligations ly check, because
Said city building bonds are to be
it Is an advantage to him.
issued in the denomination of one
He never has to bother his
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
neighbor change. He can write
to bear interest at a rate not to exceed four (4) per cent per annum,
out a check for any amount.
and are to be sold at not less than
Hla check book Is of no value
their par value. Both principal and
ta any one except hlmstlf, and hla
interest are to be paid in New York
money is safe In the bank. At the
city and the interest is to be payable
on the first days of Jansame time his account gives him
uary and July of each year.
a complete record of his businesl
Said bonds are to be payable at the
and each check is an Indisputable
option of tic city, twenty (20) years
receipts.
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
THE BANK
COMMERCE
For further information, address
Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer- ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

4

follow.

Doan's Kidney Pills relieve
ache,
Cure 'every kidney 111.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them.
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717
East street, says: "When I went to
a drug store for Doan's Kidney Pills
I had an attack of backache.
It was
only one of many which had annoyed
me for two or three years. At first
they were mild, and I expected they
would leave just as mysteriously as
the ycame, but with the passing of
time the attacks were more frequent
and of longer duration. I used three
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills, and
was rewarded with an entire cessation of the aching. Up to date, and It
is considerably over six months since
I stopped the treatment,,there has not
been a sign of any recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterMllburn Co.. Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan3 and
to
take no other.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, ia prepared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for r'aeuma-tlsm- ,
Years
pains and massage.
back-

of our

Forefathers.
1

ALBUQUERQUE,

PAIN'S
For
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

The LINIMENT

m-asio-

but-t&-

IT IS

ELEVEN-YEAR-OL-

BREAKS NECK
brother
cf Jay lurley. United States deputy
surveyor of Santa Fe, was instantly
killed in Boise, Idaho, on Wednesday
evening of last week, while at 'play
With several companions the little
fellow was playing around the houlhe,
and had climbed into the top branches
of a hisb walnut, tree in the yard.
home way he lost his balance, and
Fortunate Mlssourlans.
fell to the ground, breaking his neck
"When i Was a druggist, at Livonia,
re
was
Iho
sorrowful
intelliuence
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of
and mining conditions will hereafter' ceived by Mr. Turley,
at Santa Fe, Graysville,
ue iurmsneu i,y a special ageem rrom la.st
Mo., "three of my ciis-urtern.. on.
hat
unlay
the Denver oflice, which office will
tomiTs w tre permanently
cured of
prepare and send ull reirts concernconsumption by Dr. King's New D!s-ing the mining industry In New Mexnot bring as much happiness to covery, and are well and strong today.
ico, Colorado, Wyoming and Sout'a could
was trying to sell his projerty
j.ucia
airs,
wilke, or (,'aronne, wis., One
Dakota direct to the director of the as did one 23c
and move to Arizona, but after using
ArUucklen's
box
of
Geological survey in Washington.
ho found
nica Salve, when it completely cured New Iiixovery a short time
I regard Dr.
to do
a running sore on her leg, which Had it tiniioi
,w Discovery as the moat
Sore Nipples.
torturml her 23 long years. Greatest Kind's
A cure may be effected by applying
iu existence."
rful medicine
wounus womb
antiseptic
Files,
of
nealer
Surest I'oub and Cold euro and
Chamberlain's Salve as som a the and bores. 25c at all druggists.
PROF. JONES HAS GONE
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed
TO LINCOLN COUNTY. cbilil is done nursing.
Wipe it off
O
;
with a soft cloth before allowing the
ly all linguists. 50c and tl. Trial
Frof. Fayette A. Jones, mining
child to nurse. Many trained nurses
iu
with headquarters
Mrs. Frank Clark lately received an bottks free.
O
was in Saut.j Fe en use tills ealve with the best res'ilts. cbxum new china closet as a prize
Rev. Washington,
;, lease
Gladden.
r.bio to Iincoln county, where he Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all in the soap club. Spencer (a.)
will make investigations in the White druggists.
write.
w

Automatic Phone, 292.

60 Years

!n Use For Over

PANICS IN THIS
COUNTRY WHAT SOME NOTED
FINANCIERS 8AY.

"

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

1W.

of all Liniments

JIllllMlIP

stop-

If tmllion! That Is the amount of
K money which has arrived or U
Ton the way to the United State

MONDAY, MAY 21,

The BE,ST

Ifl GOLD
BULLION FOR UNCLE SAM

And
ping

EVENING CITIZEN.

Sciatica Cured After Twenty
of Torture.
For more tban twenty years Mr, J.
U. Massey, of 3322 Canton St.. Minneapolis, Minn., was tortured by
sciatica. The pain and suffering
which he endured during this time is
beyond
Nothing
comprehension.
gave him any permanent relk--f until
ho used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
One application of that liniment relieved the iain and made sleep and
rest possible, and less than one bottle
If
has effected a permanent cure.
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
why not try a
bottle of Pain
liulni
and see for yourself how
quickly it relieves the pain. For sale
by a'.l druggists.

MERCHANT

Large. Mry Rooms. Prices Very
sonable.
MRS. OWEN

Proprietor.

A.

NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE,
BAMO.

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shop is upstairs over No. 20i West Railroad ave
nue, nunc i u:ll me paironage OI :
the public. All work guaranteed first-- j
ciass, as I Have had fifteen years' ex-- ;

perienco in the business. Suits made!
lo order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The snecinc I us will not
injure the cloth, ljadies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.

Bratina

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best Irrigating conditions; raise
anything;
best soil in
,...11,-,.- .
m
E

V.

THOUSANDS of cottonwool trees for
transplanting.
LOTS in different parts of the city.
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.
Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one big etore witn full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms in store; large back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
house adjoining tha store.
Will sell "dirt cheap" for caah.
Prices and other information desired made known on appl'cation in
person or writing to ownei.

A.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER

Re,

DINSDALE,

Bratina

923 So.

Albuquerque,

Second St.
New

Mexico

A good complexion la imiHisalbie,
with the stomach out of order. If
pasty, sallow, people would piy more
attention to their stomachs ami Ks
to the fckin on their faces, they would
have belter cvmplexions. KODOL,
FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
you eat and put your etomaeh back
in the right shajm to do its own work.
palpitation
Kodol relieves
of the
heart, flatulence, sour stitmach, heartburn, etc. S. Id by J. II. O'Hielly
&

Co.

I
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Just Like Finding It
If you found a sliver dollar lyln on the street
picking It up? 1
would you hesitate long
think not. H you had an opportunity to save a clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
any room would you take advantage of it? I think
)-

-

we are offering With any price
That's Just
of furniture sold at this store I will save you at least
wl-a- t

Mines must le conceded a high rank.
There is not a living graduate of the
Institution who is not occupying a
resonstlble and lucrative position, and
student are domany
ing equally as well. Even a considerable number of the students In attendance this year left before the end
of the year's work to accept desira
ble positions with mining companies
In various parts of Uio southwest.
Young men from the School of Mines
are always In demand, and the work
they are doing Is evidence that the
occupies an important position among the educational agencies
of tho territory.

1

J. D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
CORNER COAL

BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

Pocket'

Into Yours
Our Top Bur tie mat
Runabouts mast mmm
We need the Smbt
pac for another tarn.

OF CALIFORNIA

Will Protect Yotf From Partial Loss
I

COMPARE THIS WITH YOUR POL! "7.
A $10,000 policy provides: Weekly sick bee .fit, $30; weekly
accident benefit, $30; if Injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual Installments; in
case of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up Insurance at maturity. Divi-

RE-

FORM SCHOOL MET
IN

STREET

Out of Our:

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Go.

a clean silver dollar.

BUILDING,
SATURCAPITOL
DAY AFTERNOON
FURNISHING
UNDER
OF BUILDING

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further information, call on or address,

The board of trustee of tho New
Mexico reform school
met in the
office of Dr. J. H. Sloan, Insurance

REVET.

PAGE

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE? Of course you do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly you would not be
foolish enough to insure in a company whloh did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE?" Yes, loaded with It. Will
your company pay for partial Iofs on your life? No, you, ncver
thought of that!

e

TRUSTEES OF

EVENING CITIZEN.

$27.00

,

It's a

buy

to

Urn

yourself by helplai a.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00: now
$46.00 to t108XU
TOP BUGGIES, were 965.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123jM
e are also quoting Terr low prices on Surreys. Stanhopes. Ooa- cords, Duckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business aollett.
Write for catalogue and prices

,

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner rirst and Tijeraa Road.

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

commissioner, at the capltol building
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine
For New Mexico and Northern Arliona.
at 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon, Tue
Auto. Phone 730
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.
R. R. MALL, Proprietor
Presfollowing were in attendance:
CURE BARGAINS IN
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can, IhaAlagx
ident Dr. J. H. Sloan, Santa Fe; secPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron ItoaU f
retary and treasurer, Venceslao Jara-millBuildings.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
El RIto; A. D. Vargas. OJo
STORE
FIND
CHICKERINU
THE
A R N E 3 S
Absent, O. N. Marron, Albuquerque; J. H. Sargent, El RIto.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFoundry cast lda of railroad tiack.
Albiqaers.es, B. a.
SADDLES
FER STABLES.
The object of the meeting was to
Wherever you go, you will find the
o-ascertain the financial condition of piano store that represents Chlcker-ln- g Horses and Mules Bought and ExBRIDLES
changed.
& Sons to be the best place to
the institution. A handsome new
LAP ROBES
building has recently been construct look for pianos of less expensive BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
ed at E3 RIto, but funds became ex- grade.
AND ETC,
Copper Avenue.
The name Chlckerlng Is In itself
hausted before the building could be
Boys under 18 yeara of almost a guarantee of that store's
M furnished.
age, who properly should be in the methods. You may safely depend uppn
ELITE CAFE
General Betiding SoppUes
M reform school, are confined In the terIts advice as to the other maRes It
v We are offering some very special prices on this line ot goods
ChlckMexico
In
penitentiary.
the
condition
handles.
This
New
ritorial
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
It aeems, will have to exist until the erlng is represented solely by
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
MUSIC CO.
building
new
equipped.
WHITSON
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can
be
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SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Both Phones
CO.
Third and Marqactst
There is an adequate maintenance
.
Why take a dozen things to cuts
fund, so that the reform school iance
Kennedy's
Laxative
opened, can e operated without diff- that cough?
iculty. The board has not felt dis- Money and Tar allays allays the conSTEAM
CARPET
CLEAN KG
dld quality for engine "use. Ttoree posed to use money from Che main- gestion, stops that tickling, drives the
cold out through your bowels. Sold
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Tho Cloartr
THORNTON
by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
water treated and passed through
Is the
Cleans everything.
He
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat
Deaths from Appendicitis
each of thse, before dt is pumped
Moving, packFurniture Man.
.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
eastward. The expense of the wells, decrease In the same ratio that the
shipping,
unpacking
ing
and
and
Hay Presses & Farm Macfciny
A machinist named
HUbert bad pumping plant, and pipe lines will ag use of Dr. King's New Life Pilla insetting up, and is no upstart at
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
one of his lower limbs broken in the gregate well into the hundreds of creases. They save you from danger Department
no
business.
There
is
other
the
of the Interior, Land ofround house at Wlnslow by a side thousands, and the monthly pay roll and bring quick and painless release
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
&
.
fice at Santa Fe. N. M April 26,
of men employed at Willard will be from constipation and the ills growrod tailing on him.
737 South Walter Street
1906.
aling
Strength
vigor
of
It.
and
out
several hundred dollars. Work on the
Notice is hereby given that the fol
General Superintendent I. L.
i
wells Is to begin at once, and the ways follow their use. Guaranteed lowing
named settler has filed noof the Santta Fe coast lines, is water will be piped eastward beyond by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
tice of his Intention to make final
In t'je city on one of his periodical Vaughn and westward as far as Moun- proof in supports of his claim, and
HOW THEY SHIRK JURY
trips of inspection. He expects to tainair.
DUTY IN WHITE OAKS that said proof will be made before PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
return west tonight.
Now that the juries have all been the United States Court Commissioner
BRUSHES.
GOES TO SLEEP ON
.
Saddles, Lap
Alvin D. Porter, at one time an emHarness,
Leather,
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408 WEST RAILROAD
by the train, says the Farming- - ,rout
Engineer W. E. Pickering, who was killed
He names the following witnesses
ton Time
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PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
the wheels cut oft two fingers and
doctor's case at Bakersfleld, Cal.
Lcandro Jaramillo, Pedro Garcia,
mangled the hand. The little fellow! A torpid, inactive liver can pro-wa-s
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEOlguln and Harlo Gutierrez,
taken to Durango on the train due more bodily ills than almost any-an- Francisco
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At
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DRURY GOES TO RATON.
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UP TO DATE SIGNS
5 West Gold Avenue.
most successful yar In the history
been doing some work.
of the institution, says the Chieftain.
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
It a letter to the Wlnslow mail it if the grade and character of the work
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of Imported Wines, Liquors
Line
Fine
opportunities
MONUMENTS
offered.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco i
way to San Jacinto, Cal. from his
GORGEOUS FL0UAL PARADE
DAY FIRE WORKS
and Cigars. Place your order for
if the worth of an institution is to
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
home at Birmingham, Ala. Mr. Par-this line with us.
N. 8eeoud 8t., Both Phone.
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
300 North Broadway, corner of
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
his headquarters In Birmingham, and
is now going to California for he
purine of improving his health.
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LA FIESTA DE

LAS FLORES

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

un-th- e

Los Angeles, IWay 21, 1906
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201-21- 1

T.ie Winslow Electric Light Co., has
signed a contract with the Sant Fe
for the purpose of furnishing lipnt
In the Winslow deii.:t, offices, Harvey
house, reading room and round house.
The Santa Fe's gang of electricians
will be at Wintslow soon to do ine
wiring. The company has not yet decided to put the juice In their resident! s, hut it is quite probable that
they will, as it is understood that
nearly all the tenants want It.
' The Neodles Eye says: Rspaqual,
or "Big Mike," as he was generally
known, (lied Wednesday morning.
"Big Mike'' or a number or years
shoveled (oal from the cars at the
Santa Fe coal rhutts in Needles, and
was known by every one as the best
aiioveler in ilie country. He would
unloHd two cars of eoal each day.
without other help. He was bis and
strong and a stiady worker. During
the past year he has been failing,
helm: afflicted with con
sumption from which disease he'
finally died.
j

.

0?
'

I

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Bdlen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publle school auu. coat-churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.600 Inhabitant; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Fatent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; Uree hotel.
iti'tnraoU, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool. Sour, wheat, wine, bean acd bay In Central New Mexico. Ita Importance aa a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be eitlmated

Ot 1,000

70-fo-

J4.0CO;

PLANT FOR
SANTE FE AT WILLARD
Chief Engineer Key was at WillarUi
the first of last week, and selected a j
site for the immense pumping plant
j
'o llL. Installed bv the Santa Ke a'
that place, says tho K.- ancia News.
The site chosen is Just e:ist of the
Junction of the Santa Fe ami Santa
to.psw
Accordini:
Fe Central railroads.

f

information which reached us Wednesday, it has be n decided nt to
put down one well, but instead. '
is:nk twelve wells to ihe depth of the.
"no already d wn at that point, and
pump the water intj reservoirs, w here
I' Is to be trei'-.d- .
The reason advanced for this is that the water at j
this depth is known to be of splen-

1

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

PUMPING

-t

O

U.

Tt

'.o'm

tu ill

FT

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

cfered are In the center of the city, well graded, (miny
accd yard, drug atore. baroett tbop, etc, etc. Alio a

Grst-claa-

GO OVER THE

of them Improved by cultivation); no aand or gravel.
s

MAIN LINE THROUGH

We need a

flrat-cla- si

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

bakery, tailor ibop. ihoe houae, Jeweler, plumbing

AND SOUTH.

eo.

plaalag mtu.

modern hotel.

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

-

jtyssKW' """crassr1
er..-

..ItrBa.

--

un.uar'
iiTwTftai

Secretary

PAGE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Tuesday.

THE TIME IS HERE

ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

Warm Weather Brings With It One Cool
Low Shoes

Comfort

PRETTY AND SHAPELY. THEY ARB THE VERY THING TO
TlfB FINISHING TOUCH TO YOUR SUMMER DRESS OR SUIT.
WE HAVE THE PROPER STY1.E FOR ANY OCCASION STREET,
DRESS OR HOUSE WEAR.

ADD

FOR MEN:
PATENT COLT OXFORDS
VICI KID OXFORDS
VELOUR CALF OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
CANVAS OXFORDS, DARK GRAY

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
$1.25, $2.25, $3.00, $3.50
$2.25, $3.00, $3.50
$1.50

FOR WOMEN:
CANVAS OXFORDS, WHITE OR GRAY
DONGOLA OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
VICI KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
,
PATENT KID OXFORDS

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00,
$1.50, $1.65,
$2.25, $2.50,
$2.50, $2.75,

$2.25
$2.00
$3.00
$3.50

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are aare to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH 8ECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

8TREET.

At 4 o'clock this afternoon all Incoming pRHsenKor trains were
on time..
Regular meeting of the city council
tonight.
Rev. Rollins of the Ix'ad Avenue
Methodist Episcopal church left his
morning for Denver.
Miss Elizabeth Wllley Is In
hot springs, where she will
rusticate a few days.
Albert A. Steinbeck, of Fort Wayne.
Ind.. Is In the city, the guest tf his
sister, Mrs. D. A. Macpherson.
Mrs. F. If. Cllne, of 211 Marquette
Angeles for
tavenue, ha gone ty
a visit with friends and relatives.
M. R. Otero, of the land office at
Santa Fe, Is seriously 111 at his home,
702 West Sliver avenue, this city.
Assistant United States Attorney
Medler has returned from attending
United States court held In Las Vegas.
Da Witt Lodge, an employe of the
Colorado Telephone company in this
city, has gone to Dover, Del., on a
visit to hi parents.
Mrs. Htrnian J. Packer! has gone
to Seattle, Wash., where she will remain some time, the guest of 'her sister, Mrs. Christ man.
The Barelas Grays defeated the retail clerks In a hot game of base ball
on the Barelas grounds yesterday by
a score of 8 to 3.
William M. Berger. the. Belen real
estate agent, spent Sunday In the city
talking of the beauties and advant
ages of the cut-of- f
town.
Miss Norton, sister of Dr. C. O.
Norton, of this city, left Saturday
evening for her home In New York,
after a pleasant visit In ituis city.
Miss Nancy Hewitt has gone to 'her
home at Hiawatha, Kan., for a short
visit, after which she will proceed to
West Virginia where she will spend
the summer.
The A. D. T. boys of the Western
Union office have 'blossomed forth, In
brand new jerseys, of black wool,
across the breast of which are the letters, "A. D. T.," In red.
T. E. Gargan, local manager of the
Western Union Telegraph company,
has returned from Denver where he
waa called by the serious Illness of
his mother, who has Improved but
,
little.
Mrs. J. King and daughter, of Oak
Grove, Mo., who have leen In California the past winter, arrived in the
city Sunday morning and will remain
some time, the guest of their relative,
Miss Sallle King.
The Socorro Chieftain says: P. N.
Yunker was In Albuquerque to engage
carpenters for the work on his new
s
saloon building at the head of
avenue. He expects tn he
ready for 'business at the opening of
Fay-woo- d

Is

Man-zanare-

THE SODA THIRST
It has come and we were never

better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.

H. O'RIELLY CO,

LUMBER,

Barneit Building

Druggists

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

'VFRITT
,

J I JLIill

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond

1 1

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

June

4.

Miss Elizabeth Gertig, one of Albuquerque's popular school teacuera,
left this morning for" a visit to her
home In Indiana. Miss Gertig will return at the close of the summer to resume her position as a member of
the faculty.
,
ilrs. H. S. Stevens and
left this
Mrs. C. A. McClure,
morning for the east, the .former for
Chicago and the latter for 'her home
at Des Moines, Iowa. Mrs. McClure
has leen the guest of Mrs. Stevens
the past few weeks.
The city map, which is being drawn
by Engineer J. R. Farwell. will be
sent to the lithographing house in
Chicago the latter part of the week,
and in about three weeks Albuquerque
will be shown in all its curves and
angles and In many colors.
Dr. Chas. R. Keyes, president of the
New Mexico School of Mines, was In
the city yesterday on business with
Col. W. S. Hopewell of the Pennsylvania Development company. Dr. Keyes Is thinking seriously of moving his
headquarters to Albuquerque.
R. H. Jones, chairman of the advertising and reception committee of the
Fourth of July celebration at Flagstaff, Arizona, sent a couple of complimentary tickets to The Evening
"will be the
Citizen. The "blow-ou- t"
biggest event held for many years at
Flagstaff.
Michael O'Neill, a mining man from
the Cerrillos district, says that flro Is
still raging In the Madrid coal mine,
and thus far every effort to smother
the flames has proven futile. The
mine Is owned by the Colorado Fuel &
Iron company and has been repeatedly
reported as out.
Last night about 10 o'clock an alarm
of fire was turned in from East Railroad avenue. The Are department re
to
sponded promptly, endeavoring
cross at Tijeras avenue but a train
blocked the crossing. Turning up First
street to Railroad avenue the depart
ment there encountered another train.
However, they were held but a short
time as the train was cut in two as
sister-in-law-

NEW
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY
J.

count,

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

I

WE

THOUGHT

TAKE

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to

our satisfaction.

STEIN-BLOC-

H

make

our clothes and this assures the closest ap- American
proach to fit and
tailors can effect. You had better try us
We can beat your tape-lin- e
artist every time.
style-perfecti-

on

EVENING

rapidly as possible, after which the
hose wagon continued on to the place
where the alarm was turned In from.
It proved to be a false alarm.
Probate Clerk Walker was called
upon today to lsue a marrlaee license to .Joseph ShepiHrd, (colored),
and France K. Aguena, (white), both
of Flagstaff, Ariz. The woman gave
her ane us Xi years, while the man
stated that he was 25 years old.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the Ne
pollen, came dowrt
Mexico mounted
from Santa Fe las! night to make a
disposal of the esse of one Alberto
in the
Bernalillo
Romero, placd
Ilaca,
county Jail by Llentenant
charged with horse mealing. Cajtain
Forncff expecU to return to his headquarter at Santa Fe tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ciea.tham, recently of the Alvarado, left, this morning for their new homo at the Bushy
hotel, South McAllister. I. T. Pending the arrival of Mr. Adams, of
Hutchinson, Kan., who succeeds Mr.
Cheatham as manager at the Alvarado, Superintendent John Stein Is
down from Ias Vegas and in charge
of the big hotel.
Sandoval,
Navajo, is In
the city from his ranch, located some
twenty-fivmiles north of Cabezon.
He Is conferring with Superintendent
Allen of the Indian school relative to
the disposal of his wool clip. Sandoval, who boasts no other name, Is
one of the most prosperous of Navajo
farmers, and markets about $l,uui)
worth of wool each year.
vYesterday afternoon at her home on
south Broadway, the wife of Dr. W.
C. Sims fell and dislocated her left
hip.
Dr. Sims and wife came here
alout six months ago from Richland,
Georgia, and they will remain here indefinitely. After depositing his certificate with the territorial bard of
health, the doctor will hang out his
shingle to practice In this city.
Mayor S. H. Bogardus of Thornton
sends the following Item to The Evening Citizen: Died, May 19, at Thornton, Miss Estafanlta Lucero, only
daughter of Marcos Lucero, an old
resident and railroad employe of
Thornton. The deceased was 19 years
old, and was sick about three weeks.
A large circle of friends and acquaintances will miss the young woman. .
One tvent on the calendar for the
coming week to be anticipated with
pleasure, Is the coming of the
Tent City land, the musicians
of which are expected to begin arriving on Saturday night. Sunday will
le given over to practice at the Elks'
opera house. On Monday and Tuesday, ithe band will give open air concerts in front of the Alvarado.
The new Marron building on West
Railroad avenue, adjoining the Economist building, Is rapidly nearing the
point where It will be ready for occupancy. The building is quite an Improvement over the old shack that
previously stood on the site, and helps
the appearance of that portion of the
block quite a bit. It will be used as a
store room, with offices up stairs.
Captain W. E. Dame, clerk of the
district court, has gone to Mexico,
where he Is engaged In mining operar
tlons. It Is rumored that should the
captain find everything to his liking
upon this trip, he will resign his offl- olal position to devote his entiretime
to his mining enterprises. However,
the captain, before leaving, posi
tively denied the truth of thU rumor.
W. L. Hathaway, maniger, In a
card to The Evening Citizen, says:
The Mutual Life' Insurance company
of New York, was the first life Insurance company to reoccupy quarters In San Francisco after the disas
trous fire of April 18, 190G. We 'had
men working on the company's building, corner of California
and
streets, just as soon as the
structure was cool enough to permit,
and one mouth after the fire we were
back at our old stand.
That the weekly band concerts
given at Robinson Park are duly ap
preciated by the public U quite evi
dent from the large number of
who attend them.
night the
crowd was larger than usual, every
d
settee held a load of
young eople, car
and Sunday-suitenages lined the streets liordering the
park, and people stood in groups within the circle around ithe band stand
and promenaded the walks. The program was well selected and well
full-bloo- d
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STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

o

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
bailer and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Ijohman,
Lias Crucoa, N. M.
ROLLER

PROSPECTIVE BUILDER3.
Remember. Eureka !a tho onlv llm
sold here that will not pop, crack or
Mister in tne wall. Bee that it is
specified In your contract.
HAHN A CO.
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING

for

$1.25 to $300

West Gold

E.

TRY ONE

L WASHBURN CO.

122
Second

A

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer
TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WB HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16.50 TO $22. AT
THE VERY LOW PRICE OF

$15.00 the Suit- -

I!

EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.

TRUNKS, SUI1 CASES AND BAGS
EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
OUR LINE

BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK. CALL AND INSPECT
BEFORE BUYING.
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

e

s

r

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

it 3,

U5,

401, 403 North First Street

1 South First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

TIME IS COMING.
1

Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings
$1.25.

We are making window

screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
A
a door, for 7 rpnts ft snnnra fnnt
screen door,
or
that
win outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We makn the reeular shon miitn
Rcreer doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.

bUrtnlOH

LUMBER

AND

PLANING MILL CO.

MHIfVttttVltHIi
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

"4

S. T. VANN, 0. D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN
NEW

Eye Sight
Specialist

IN
MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headacho
and
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

tfr

NEW MEXICO

I

OPTICAL BOARD.

"

IVES, THE FLORIST.

r.r;

AND

ROSENFIELD'S,

118

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Successors to E. J. POST

and Retail

W. R. R. Ave.

.ITELYOU..Sr,
2.

ICE

and see him at
once.
Ho will
'1 juur principal object anon,
if
call him up on Auto- I'iione 101, and ho will answer
ti ll your princiiwil object, for a
in-- :
"!'. uer the wire.
Ho gives
:'Uuus. And will road the public
'"a charge. Donate if you wish,
l. '.vr your children il'lineat. d to
'
what they should follow, when
'y Mmuld marry, description cf
- n,
business, life and spirit. Walk
prof. Itelyou
Mil's and bo seated,
'i r, ad you In room ". Hours, dailv
a. in. to B p. I".

CRM
FREEZERS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

Call

& COMPANY

i

UuH

REFRIGERATORS

the famous
Astrologer and
Palmist is at 504
West
Railroad
avenue.
comer
of Fifth street,
Garcia building,
room No.

for Men

UhQ

The Golden Rule Clothing Store

Tennis Oxfords with rubber soles
and canvas uppers, either white or
black, for men, women and chilitrtn,
50c, 60c, 65c and 75c at C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

I

ouits

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

WANTED,8TORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

white-froc',;e-

Union Underwear
.

WITHOUT
BEINO
DEAD
THAT THEY FIT AS NEAR LIKE
OLD SHOES AS IT IS POSSIBLE
FOR NEW SHOES TO FIT.
WH TAKE A GOOD DEAL OF
PLEASURE LV CATERING TO THE
FEET
COMFORT OF ELDERLY
FOLKS.
THEN. TOO. WE HAVE THOSE
SOFT
LEATHERS
THAT
ARE
EVERY BIT AS SOFT 'AS CLOTH.
THEY DON'T COST MUCH BUT
THEY ARE WORTH MUCH TO
DJRAR OLD GRANDFATHER.
(AND THEY ARE JUST AS GOOD
FOR YOU IF YOUR FEET ARE TENDER)
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE
$3 59

Whitcomb Springs DellgMful summer resort, la now open to the public. Good rooms, good meala, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

Cuarantaad

Suits
$7.50 to $16

to Your Grandfather

The undersigned is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON,

GALVANIZED
POULTRY, NETTING

-

r 19

ij.

IJ. I). I

Association Off let
Transactions

Two-Piec- e

We wouldn't sell Shoes

miles west of Albuquerque.

Santa Fe. New Mexico.

I

OUR TAILORS KNOW HOW

32

d

SCREEN

Mi

SHEEP PASTURE

Cor-onad- o

TICKETS

..J

CITIZEN.

and Retail
EUREKA COTTON

"WsrB!K

H

'fAP
Mili''V
'

I

TJ

j

JC

I

U

RUBBER HOSE

GARDENTOOLS
SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES
GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, -

i'-

1

A

